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BANK CONSTRUCTION—Construction is continuing on the South Man
or
Branch of the Bank of Murray, according to Bank President Joe Dick. The b
ran-
ch will be staffed by thg workers who are now stationed at the Downt
own
Branch of the Bank, at Fifth and Poplar. That property has been sold to
 the
Gty, and the branch will be phased out when the,South Manor Branch
 is com-
pleted. Mary Alice Garner will be branch manager-pick said theikan
k hopes
to be finished with construction on the branch by February or March. The
branch will feature three walk-up and three drive-in windows, and will place a
great emphasis on security. Tellers will be enclosed in one and three-quarter-
inch bulletproof glass, with a slot in the window for transactions. The new
branch will employ five persons.
Stab Photo by D4vi4 Nib
Conference Participants Urge
Civil Rights Include Handicapped
The Civil Rights Act should be
amended to protect the rights of han-
dicapped persons, urged participants in
the Governor's White House Con-
ference on Handicapped.
This is one of the issues discussed at
the fourth of Kentucky's regional
conferences, held recently at Murray
State University. The results of con-
ferences held in Lexington, Fort Mit-
chell, Paintsville and Murray will be
compiled in a state report and
presented to the national White House
Conference on Handicapped In-
dividuals in spring, 1977.
About 150 persons, many of them with
handicaps, worked for a day-and-a-half
to come up with solutions to the health,
social, economic, educational and
special concerns of handicapped
persons.
"Handicapped people want to be self
sufficient, we don't want to be second
class citizens," stressed Mrs. Mildred
Middleton, Dean of Women for the
Kentucky School for the Deaf in Dan-
ville.
She and her husband, who are both
deaf, are originally frohi this area. Mr.
Middleton is a house parent for one of
the dorms at the School for the Deaf.
We are both working, making all of
our money, we own a car and drive
ourselves around," said Mrs. Mid-
dleton. The couple have been married
for 27 years and have both worked for
over 30 years. At the conference, they
joined the economic concerns
discussion group._
This group, recommending that
mentally and physcially handicapped
persons be included in the Civil Rights
Act discrimination clause, noted that
handicapped persons must be willing
and able to stand up for their rights and
prove that they can do the jobs as well
as nonhandicapped persons. The Civil
Rights Act prevents discrimination
against anyone on the bases of age, sex,
race and religicih..,
Often, employert's.are reluctant to
hire handicapped persOltsliecause they
fear their insurance rates'will go up.
The economics group noted that ac-
cidents on-the-job affect insurance
rates and that handicapped persons de,
not have more accidents on-the-job
than nonhandicapped persons.
The group urged that employers and
insurance companies be informed of
these facts and that research be done•
which documents and compares ac-
cident rates of handicapped and
nonhandicapped persons.
On other topics, participants
recommended:
— That federal grants be made
available for research, treatment and
rehabilitation of handicapped persons
on a comprehensive basis.
— That screening programs for all
100 Modern Pilgrims Re-Enact
First Thanksgiving Thursday
By The Associated Stress
At the first Thanksgiving 355 years
ago, the Pilgrims gave thanks for their
first harvest after surviving the New
England winter.
On Thursday, as 100 modern Pilgrims
re-enacted the ceremony in a Miami
church, the Rev. Harold Davenport
gave a different kind of thanks to his
costumed congregation:
."I want to thank you all," he told the
group:many of them wearing big white
collars and black knee britches. "It
takes a lot of courage to dress up like
this in these outfits."
Another Thanksgiving com-
memoration wasn't so lighthearted. In
Plymouth, Mass., while townsfolk and
tourists feasted on 800 pounds of turkey,
some 150 descendants of New England
Indian tribes gathered to mourn the
changes of the past three centuries.
"Yesterday we walked our forests
free of boundaries," said Warnsutta, a
descendant of the Wampanoag tribe
also known as Frank Jones. "Today we
walk your macadam roads and live in
your concrete houses. But our spirit
refuses to die."
But the Abnaki Indians of Vermont
and the Creeks of Alabama had cause
for celebration.
Gov. Thomas Salmon signed an
executive .orde4 giving the Abriakis
1 '
tribal status, "one of the greatest
Thanksgiving gifts that could have been
given to the Indians of Vermont," said
Chief Walter Watso. It means the 1,700
Abnakis may work toward legislation to
regain the land and hunting and fishing
rights they seek.
In Poarch, Ala.,. local Creeks put on
their 6th annual Creek Indian Pow
Wow. About 1,000 persons, perhaps half
of them with full or part Indian blood,
attended.
"For many, it's a starting point,"
said Bill Smith, a construction worker
who teaches native dances. "We're
trying to bring back the sense of
heritage that was lost."
Other Americans, including
President Ford and President-elect
Jimmy Carter, enjoyed traditional
Thanksgiving dinners. Many who had
no families dined well - and often free -
on hundreds of turkeys prepared in
Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy and windy today
through Saturday with rainshowers and
a few thundershowers today and likely
to continue tonight. Chance of a few
lingering showers Saturday. High today
near 60. Low tonight in the low 40s. High
Saturday near 50. Sunday chance of
some rain and snow and colder.
restaurants and shelters for the poor
and elderly.
Ford slept late, watched televised
football games, swam in the heated
outdoor pool at Camp David, Md., and
ate a turkey dinner with 15 relatives
and family friends. Earlier, he
telephoned members of his high school
football team, holding their annual
reunion in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ftosalynn Carter cooked a turkey
with cornbread stuffing for 11 members
of the Carter clan. Carter made no
public appearnace.
Chicago restaurateur Isniet
Deletioglu, a Turkish immigrant who
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youngsters, regardless of income, be
developed for early detection of
potentially handicapping conditions.
— That a mass media campaign be
developed to help change negative
attitudes toward handicapped persons,
a campaign which stresses their
abilities, not their handicaps.
The conferences' planning committee
Will compile the state report from
Vow discussions held at Kentucky's
four reglenal meetings. The corrunittee,
which waseppointed by Gov. Julian M.
Carroll last spring, will present the
report to the GovAnor in February.
Calloway County will be receiving
more money from Washington during
the next four years, via revenue-
sharing, than it has in the immediate
pest.
The reason is that Congress has
voted, and the President has approved,
a bill calling for the payout of $25.6
billion, to be distributed among the
states and their counties, cities and
other subdivisions.
The amount, to be paid out of general
revenue, is to cover the period from
January 1st, 1977, to September 30,
1980, which is just prior to the next
Presidential election.
It breaks down to about $6.8 billion
per year, or some $150 million a year
above the present annual rate.
The State of Kentucky and its
localities are scheduled to get $111
million of this sum in 1977. The
payments will continue at the same
rate in 1978 and 1979 and during the first
nine months of 1980, according to
figures released by the Treasury
Department.
Of this total, Calloway County and the
entities within the county stand to
receive approximately $971,000 a year,
assuming a statewide distribution
related to population.
Some states are to get propor-
tionately larger shares of the melon
than others. Missi&sippi will collect the
most, $42.86 per capita, and Florida the
least, $24.42. The average, nationally, is
$31.49. Kentucky will be getting $32.60
per capita.
The differences are attributed to
local needs. Communities with big
financial problems are to receive
larger shares than more affluent ones.
Until now, there have been
limitations on the way the funds could
be spent. It had to be for specific -public
purposes.
Under the nest- law, there will be no
more restraints. Beginning January
1st, local government agencies will be
able to use the money for any public
purpose they choose.
However, the anti-discrimination
rules that have been in effect with
regard to the spending of such funds
have been strengthened. Distribution in
. the future must be free from bias as to
race, religion, sex, national origin and




A former Murray State University
stuBent is in critical condition today at
a North Carolina hospital after
reportedly shooting himself following a
savings and loan institution bank
robbery Wednesday, according to
North Carolina authorities.
Larry J. Hammock, 34, formerly of
Murray and originally from Hickman,
has been charged with Wednesday's
robbery of the branch of the First
Federal Savings and Loan in a Cary, N.
C. shopping center. Cary is a suburb of
Raleigh, about 10 miles west, with a
population of about 16,000.
The police chief at Cary, J. W. Boles,
said a man armed with a .38 calibre
pistol and wearing a ski mask and
surgical gloves robbed a teller of an
undisclosed amount of money.
"One of our police officers had the
bank in sight when the suspect drove
away," Boles said.
An eight-minute chase ended when
the Hammock car crashed into a pickup
truck at an intersection. Police said
Hammock fled the savings and loan
institution in a teller's vehicle.
"I saw him coming down the road
with a police car chasing him," said
James '_Narron of Selma, the driver of
the pickup truck involved in the ac-
cident. "He tried to turn right, but was
going too fast and skidded into me.
Thep the police car crashed into him."
Narron said a policeman emerged
with a gun in his hand from the
passenger side of the cruiser.
The suspect "couldn't get out on the•
driver's side because his door was
jammed into the front of my truck,"
Nan-on continued. •' I saw the guf put a
pistol to his head and shoot."
OfficiaLs said Hammock apparently
shot twice, missing with the first shot.
The second shot struck him in the head.
Police said he was apparently trying
to get to what was believed to have been
the getaway car, which has been
identified as being a car- stolen in St.
Louis last April.
Hammock is in critical condition in
the intensive care unit of Rex Hospital.
in Raleigh.
Hammock had reportedly been living
in Cary since September. The robbery
occurred at 1:55 p. in. Wednesday,
according to police.
New MSU Internship Designed
To Develop New Administrators
A newly-accredited internship
program in school administration at
Murray State University has been
designed to develop administrators who
can focus their capabilities on creating
flexible patterns to meet the ever-
changing schools of today.
The program is in its second full
semester, having been offered for the
first time last spring.
Its purpose is to provide participants
with on-the-job experience with the
Interns taking upon themselves a major
portion of the responsibilities of the
school administrator or supervisor in
the field to whom they are assigned.
Currently, six areas of school ad-
ministration are involved: superin-
tendency, school business office
responsibilities, elementary and high
school principalship, instructional
supervision and director of pupil
personnel.
Although five of the programs have
long been accredited, the superin-
tendency area is only the second such
offering in the state to receive this
recognition.
"By working directly with the people
holding positions in these areas, the
interns not only gain valuable ex-
perience for themselves but provide
assistance. to the supervising ad-
ministrator," said Dr. S. M. Matarazzo,
professor in the Department of
Professional Studies and a coordinator
in the program.
This experience, Matarazzo em-
phasized, is spread over the areas of
organization, administration, super-
vision and public relations and the
gaining of in-depth understandings of
school administrators' positions from
 4 ,
the viewpoint- of the person in them.
To date six interns have completed
the program, four Tut spring and two
during the summer semester. Five are
enrolled in it at the present. time.
Participating in the initial offering
last spring were: Mrs. Monette‘
Calloway, director of pupil personnel in
the Paducah City Schools; Larry D.
Oldham, mathematics teacher at
Fancy Farm High School; Carl L. Holt,
physics teacher at Paducah Tilghman
High School, and Tom Buchanan,
(See Programs, Page 161
FUTURE ADMINISTRATORS: Dr. fltrrer Noffsinger, second fro
m the left
seated, checks the daily logs of the five interns c urrently enr
olled in the
newly-accredited school administration internship program
 At Murray
State University. Dr. Noffsinger, a professor in the Dep
artment of
Professional Studies, is the campus coordinator for the progr
am, in Which
the participant work largely under the, supervision of sch
ool ad-, _
ministrators in the field. Seated from the leh, are Tommy Thomas, Murray"
,High School: Dr. Noffsinger Glenda Thornton, Madisonville
 Iunior High
School; and Martha Shirtes,Murray Middle School. Standing, from
 the left,
are: lohn Cromwell, director of pupil personnel, Paducah: Do
ug Swindler,
Clinton, and Paul Armstrong, principal of the Madisonville junior High
School and an on-the-job supervisor.
. sw
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Chapter 11 of P. E. 0. lleets
It Home Of Mrs.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. met
Monday evening, November
22, at 7:30 at the home of Mrs.
John Quertermous for the
annual "Stitchin' and Stirrin"
• bazaar. Mrs. H. L. Oakley was
co-hostess.
A successful silent auction
%as held as members moved
around the dining table and
other smaller tables to record
their bids on baked items and
handwork. The money
realized from the sales will be
used for P. E. 0. projects such
as scholarships, educational
funds and annual com-
mitments.
For the program, Mrs. W. J.
Pitman and Mrs. Edward M.
Nunnelee discussed the
Educational Fund and Con-
tinuing Education. Under the
Educational Fund, Mrs.
Pitman stated that over 2,000
loans were granted by P. E. 0.
to women last year.
Mrs. Nunnelee explained
the Continuing Education
program as a new project now
in the fourth year. As women
request grants to help them
reach their goals in continuing
education, a high percentage
of them list child care as a
major expense of their
financial need.
Mrs. Olga Freeman,
president, presided over the
business meeting. Other of-
ficers in their duties were
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
corresponding secretary;
Mrs. Morgan Sisk, treasurer;
Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
recording secretary pro-tem;
and Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
There are no finer
diamond rings
WINOSONO









PI...pin= 6100 la 110 000 ,•••• Morig 111,
Quertermous
guard. Chaplain pro-tem, Mrs.
L J. Hortin gave the devotion
from Psalm 122.
For the December 6
meeting, 7:30, in the home of
Mrs. McKenzie, members
voted to bring a child's gift
wrapped and identified. A gift
will also be given to Miss
Peggy Liang, formerly from
Taiwan and sponsored by
Chapter M at Murray State
University last year. After
receiving her M. A. from
Murray State, Miss Liang is
now working on her doctorate
at the University of Tenn.,
Knoxville.
The hostesses served a
delicious dessert to 16
members. Those present not
previously noted were
Mesdames Donald Burchfield,
James W. Parker, Lewis
Bossing, Larrie Clark, Harlan




The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met at
the Holiday Inn for breakfast
on Thursday, November 18.
Members were greeted by
the hostesses — Mrs. James
Lassiter, Mrs. W. C. Elkins,
Mrs. Stark Erwin, and Mrs.
Rue Overby.
After being seated at tables
beautifully decorated with fall
flowers, a Prayer of
Thanksgiving was given by
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest.
Mrs. MarshalP Jones,
chairman, conducted a short
business meeting. She
'thanked Zeta members for
their help with the Swine Flu
Inoculations.
Members voted to send a
cash donation to Western
State Hospital to help with the
Christmas parties.
A new member, Mrs.
Christine Batts, was
welcomed to the department.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan gave the
treasurer's report.
- The next meeting will be the
Christmas Party at Ellis
Community Center on
December 9.
Kitchen fun for children: give
them some wrapping paper or
slit bags and some fancy-shape
cookie cutters plus crayons.
The youngsters will enjoy
drawing around the cutters and
filling in the shapes with the
crayons of different colors. If
appropriate paper is used, the
kids can make place-mats for
the family table in this fashion.
10 Good Reasons
To Give Thanks
By Abigail Van Buren
'1. 19M by ChKago Tntoun• N 
Y N•ws Synd Inc
DEAR READERS: It's Thanksgiving again. (So soon?)
A few years ago I wrote a column especially for
Thanksgiving. It was so well received that I was asked to
repeat it, and now it's become almost a tradition. And here
it is again, with a few minor changes.
On this Thanksgiving day, take a few minutes to think
about what you have to be thankful for.
How's your health? Not so good? Well, thank God you've
lived this long. A lot of people haven't. You're hurting? .
Thousands—maybe millions—are hurting more. (Have you
ever visited a veterans' hospital? Or a rehabilitation clinic
for crippled children?)
If you awakened this morning and were able to hear the
birds sing, use your vocal chords to utter human sounds,
walk to the breakfast table on two good legs and read the
newspaper with two good eyes, praise the Lord! A lot of
people couldn't.
How's your pocketbook? Thin? Well, most of the world is
a lot poorer. No pensions. No welfare. No food stamps. No
Social Security. In fact, one-third of the people in the world
will go to bed hungry tonight.
Are you lonely? The way to have a friend is to BE one. If
nobody calls you, call them. Go out of your way to do
something nice for somebody. It's a sure cure for the blues.
Are you concerned about your country's future? Hooray!
Our system has been saved by such concern. Concern for
honesty in government, concern for peace and concern for
fair play under the law. Your country may not be a rose
garden, but it also is not a patch of weeds.
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can still worship at
the church of your choice, cast a secret ballot and even
criticize your government without fearing a knock on the
head or a knock on the door at midnight! And if you want
to live under a different system, you are free to go. There
are no walls or fences—nothing to keep you here.
As a final thought, I'll repeat my Thanksgiving Prayer:
0, heavenly Father: We thank Thee for food and
remember the hungry.
We thank Thee for health and remember the sick.
We thank Thee for friends and remember the friendless.
We thank Thee for freedom and remember the enslaved.
May these remembrances stir us to service'
That Thy gifts to us may be used for others. Amen.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and may God bless you
and yours.
Love, ABBY
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,
send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills.




He's got to lace a gunfight
once more
to live up to his legend
once more








TAKES POSSESSION OF A
DRIVERLESS CAR AND
CAUSES ONE CRASH




A WIMP OIELEASE 'AAA,*
JOSE FERIRER • SUE LYON •JOHN EP1CSOIP
LESLIE PARRISH • JOHN CARRAD1NE
Now Playing—One Week Only
Showtimes : Weekdays 7 and 91PM
Sat. and Sun. 1, 3, 7, 9 Pf4.12,-.1..
"Sasquatch" not included in nite. Sony, no passes accepted
Sewn men on a death detsing •
tell the 4111t king tors
Ihe mir.t inn ig g mt suss !
.S.AS QUATC










lIrs. Maurice Ryan Leader At
Pledge Services, Church Circle
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church met November 10 at
7 :30 p.m. in the church parlor
with Mrs. C. W. Jones and
Mrs. Dick Sykes as hostesses.
The president, Mrs. J. B.
Wilson, opened the meeting.
Minutes were read by the
secretary, Mrs. James H.
Frank, and Mrs. George
Fielder gave the treasurer's
report. Mrs. Sykes reported on
the shut-ins and a sunshine
collection was taken.
Mrs. Wilson reported on the
United Methodist Women's
Annual Conference held at
Lambuth College in Jackson,
Term., in October, and the
results of the Bazaar on
November 9. Members were
urged to attend the December
general meeting at the
Church. World Bank offerings
were taken.
Following the business Mrs.
Maurice Ryan conducted a
very impressive pledge
service. The devotion was
given by Mrs. Fielder. Mrs.
Ryan, assisted by Mrs.
Wilson, presented a skit en-
titled, "Journey of Your
Mission Dollar," after which
pledge cards were taken.
At the close of the program
the twelve members present
were served refreshments in
the social hall by the,
hostesses.
Theology Of Giving" Program
Presented At Erwin Unit Meet
Mrs. Mavis McCamish
opened Ui meetin4 Of the
Cordelia Erwin Unit of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women
held November 8 at seven p.
in. with fourteen members
present.
A prayer and poem were
read by Mrs. McCamish
followed by group singing of
•'Onward Christian Soldiers"
led by Mrs. Imogene Paschall
with Mrs. Lurene Cooper at
the piano.
-A Theology of Giving" was
the subject of the program
presented by Mrs. McCamish,
Mrs. Justine Story, and Mrs.
((La Mae Brandon. _
Mrs. Clara Brandon,
chairman, presided. Mrs.
Clovis Brown read the
minutes and Mrs. Katherine
Rickman gave the financial
report. Mrs. Story gave a
report of the annual con-
ference held at Jackson,
Tem., which she attended
along with Mrs. McCamish
and Mrs. Martha Butterworth.
(6,
SI-
It was announced that the
UMYF_ Sub-District will meet-
at South Pleasant Grove
Church on December 2, and
that the Thanksgiving supper
and bazaar will be held
November 27 at the Hazel
Community Center.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Eula Mae Barnes and
Mrs. Olivene Erwin.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Myron Bradley of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Hugh Waldrop of Murray




Mrs. George Moody of
Murray has been dismissed





FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26,
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIE
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er44
S
If you expect too much, day
may prove disappointing.
Keeping objectives within
reasonable bounds, however —
and working toward them only
— is your winning ticket.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
A creative idea could prove
more remunerative than you
suppose. Fine gains indicated if
you play yourcards right._
GEMINI -
(May 22 to June 21)
Indications are that a bit of
luck is coming your way. Take a
chance — especially in an ac-
tivity that particularly interests
you.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Curb a tendency toward
apathy. Sidestepping obliga-
tions and trying to bluff your
way through could have un-
fortunate results.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ‘1244A
Straying off the beaten path
not advisable. You'll find more
opportunities, greater satis-
faction in activities close to
home.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A new goal in mind? Stop to
ascertain first what is really
required, then figure out the
best avenue to its achievement.
Consult with those who have
your interests at heart.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) All
If the game is not worth the
candle, drop out immediately.
If what you planned has merit,
back it up staunchly. Wisely
separate the significant from
the trifling.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Mild influences. You are just
about left on your own to decide
on the best means to gain
benefits, how to parlay efforts
Open House
at
Gene & Jo's Flowers
to get the most with the least
expenditure of time and energy.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. M to Dec. 21) *IVO
Personal relationships should
be highly congenial, so, if you
need assistance of any kind, do
not hesitate to seek it. Some
valuable advice may be prof-
fered from an unexpected
source.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20)
Auspicious influences
promise many fine advantages,
so you should be able to boost
your.score considerably. But do
be logical, impartial and ob-
jective in your thinking.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may have to revise a
well-prepared program or
improve upon a system. If
necessary, don't hesitate. And
DON'T fret about it! Changes
will be beneficial.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
- There is more potential to this
day than you may realize at
first. Yet it will demand
patience, avoidance of hasty
decisions and well-directed
effort.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a charming
personality and a subtle but
keen wit. Though you make
friends easily, you are not as
outgoing as most natives of
Sagittarius, are inclinded
rather to, iptrospection and to
"living in a dream world" —
where your imagination takes
hold and expresses itself in
delightful fantasies. When you
can express yourself ex-
trovertedly, however, the whole
world benefits — for it is then
that you become the brilliant
writer, We great sculptor, the
articulate lecturer or en-
tertainer. You 'have excellent
business acumen, but will
'probably be happiest when
exercising your creative
abilities. Birthdate of: Robert
Goulet, singer, actor; Alan
King, comedian; Eric Sevareid,
TV commentator.
Gene & Jo Brandon
Invite You




705 So. 4th Street
Come out Sunday, Nov. 28th and see our version of a Christ-
mas Winter Wonderland.
We'll have a Kiddies Dream House for the children to walk
through. It's filled with gingerbread boys and all sorts of
Christmas Delight
Hey Kids Santa Claus will be here too!
Register for a free door prize to be given
away. Clip the coupon below and fill it out




See Our New -Tiki" Room with a full line of Wicker
Gene & Jo's
Flowers
705 South 4th 753-4320
11111 'NM
•




NARFE meeting has been
cancelled due to Thanksgiving
weekend.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly carapout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes. Chili
supper will be held Saturday
night with Jimmy and Marilyn
Herndon as wagonmasters.
Santini, November 28
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Falwell
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Roorri, North Branch of
Peoples Bank, North 12 and
Chestnut Streets, from 2:30 to
five p. m.
' Mr. and Mrs. Burie V.
Waldrop will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the Murray Woman's Club
House from two to four p. m.
Monday, November 29
Pack 73 will meet at South-
west Elementary School
cafeteria at seven p.m. All
Webeloes and boys, age 10 and
over, are urged to attend. All
parents are welcome and
parent helpers are needed for
the Webeloes.
Advanced registration for
the 1977 spring semester at
Murray State University
begins in the student center.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at
seven p.m.
Baptist Men of Sinking
S• pring Church will meet at
seven p.m. at Perkins Pan-
cake House.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church for the week of
prayer program with LaRue
Wilson as leader.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
for the week of prayer
Program.
Exhibitions of paintings and
drawings by Cynthia D.
Wonible, Paducah; drawings
and paintings by William J.
Easley, Nicholasville, pain-
tings and drawings by Evelyn
M. Cox, Radcliff, and works in
3-D by Mary Handshy,
Springfield, Ill., will open in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery-,




Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with clean up
day at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch
at noon, and band practice at
one p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at 6:30 p.m.
for a potluck supper and
mission study led by Thyra
Crawford.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the church to go to Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly to
hear missionaries from Rome,
Italy. Vans will leave at 6:15
p.m. to go for the same
program.
Royal Lipizzan Stallions
from Austria will appear in a
special exhibition at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m. All
tickets are $5.50 and will be
sold at the door.
MSU Symphony Orchestra,
directed by Prof. Neale
Mason, will perform at 8:15




Per Pose In Living
Color











By Abigail Van Buren
Z 1976 by Chatbia MIA.,S V NOW, Syfall
DEAR ABBY: Does a school board have the legal right
to enforce a hair code on the students of a public high
school?
The girls are not required to wear their hair a certain
length. Why should the boys be? Isn't this discrimination
between the sexes? Also, doesn't it violate one's
constitutional rights?
The boys would like to have the hair code relaxed a
little. They aren't asking that they be allowed to let their
hair grow down their backs; they just want to wear it a
little longer than the present code allows: "Must have the
entire ear showing, and must not touch the collar." Isn't
that ridiculous?
My teenage son attends this school, and he tells me that
the boys are close to rebellion. Personally, I think the code
is absurd, and I'd appreciate your personal views as well as
any legal information concerning such codes.
TEXAS MOM
DEAR MOM: If you want to get into constitutional law,
you will have to engage a lawyer. My personal view is as
follows: A person (male or female) should be allowed to
wear his hair any way he wants to as long as it doesn't
interfere with the rights of others.
P.S. A discouraging note: The U.S. Supreme Court
recently upheld the "hair code" for police in Suffolk
County, Long Island.
DEAR ABBY: I know this is a very ignorant question
for an 18-year-old girl to ask, but when is a girl no longer
considered a virgin?
I had a boyfriend and we were very, very close, but we
never had sexual intercourse (We did everything BUT.)
Am I still considered a virgin, as society calls it?
Please answer in the paper, as I don't want this kind of
information coming to my house in a letter. Also, I'm sure
there are other girls who would like to know.
VIRGIN OR NOT
DEAR VIRGIN: Although you have done everything
abut—the "but" makes the difference. Technically, you are a
virgin.
DEAR ABBY: Our 18-year-old daughter has been seeing
a psychotherapist about some problems, and his unconven-
tional type of therapy has us worried.
Our daughter tells us that during these sessions the
doctor takes her on his lap, and kitses and fondles her so
she will feel "relaxed" and loved He says that this is the
"sensitivity" therapy.
Have you ever heard of any thing like this?
WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: Before jumping to any hasty
conclusions, bear in mind that Your daughter is in therapy
and could be indulging in fantasy exaggeration or wishful
thinking. However, "sensitivit)" therapy is a new
approach, as opposed to the former rigid, "hands-off"
ss
relationship between patient and psychotherapist.
Some patients need • friend') touch or a reassuring pat.
right to confer with




afitu kJ and fondle a patientpar
nedevery
what's going on. And
I suggest you do.
Everyone has a problem. What )ours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Faith Doran Circle Wars Talk
On Indonesia By Jo) bine havne
, The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church met Tuesday,
November 16, at two p. m. in
the senior youth room of the
church with Mrs. Carl
Harrison presiding.
For the program Mrs.
Margaret CraWford gave the
devotion on "In Everything
Give Thanks."
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn was
program leader and used as
her topic, "'Thanksgiving
Thoughts." She closed with
prayer. •
A special feature of the
afternoon was a visit with Jo
Anne Whayne, who has just
returned from a two years'
stay in Indonesia where her
husband, Dr. Harry Whayne,
was connected with the
American Embassy. She
described her stay there, the
occupation and customs of the
people there, and displayed
handmade articles of clothing,
wood carving, and bamboo
art.
Mrs. Harrison introduced
the visitors, thanked the
members for their help with
the bazaar, and made an-
nouncements of interest to
members.
The World Bank offering
was taken and the pledge
service followed. Mrs. Vernon
Roberts assisted Mrs.
Harrison with the service.
•
Reports were given by Mrs.
Robert Smith and Mrs. Isaac
Clanton.
During the social hour the
hostesses, Mrs. Jack Wilcox,
Mrs. Lula White, and Mrs.
Isaac Clanton, served refresh-
ments to the twenty-0111e'





Chapter of Future Business
Leaders of America met
Thursday, November 11, with
Kim- Kemp, president,
presiding.
Mac Bushart, a student at
Murray State University who
was 1975-76 State FBLA
Reporter, spoke to the club on
the expeTiences and duties of a
Regional and State Officer. He
encouraged the -members to
continue their participation in
a business club after high
school by joining Phi Beta
Lambda in college.
The club made plans for a
skating party on November 24
from 10:00 p. In. to 12:00 p. in.
at the new Murray Skating
Rink.
Cokes and cookies were
served to 53 members, ac-
cording to Shari Tucker,
FI3LA reporter.
Clara Eagle, center, presented an interesting and informative discussion on "Jewels
and Gems" at the meeting of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club held
on November 4 at the club house. She shared her expertise and the many collections
she has seen from all over the world, and stressed that knowledge and trust is Retied
today in this field of gems and jewels. She says "Gemstones are treasured minerals
from the earth, gems are objects fashioned from them, and jewels are gems that have
been prepared for mounting in jewelry or objects. With her pictured are Dr. Mice
Koenecke, left, program chairman and Miss Sue Fairless. Mrs. Edwin Strohecker
presided and Mrs. C. B. Ford gave the devotion. Hostesses were Frances Sexton, Van&
Jean Gibson, Mrs. Terrill Johnson, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. C. ft. Ford, and Mrs. John for-
tin.
Ervnts .41
Many Activities Are Planned In December
Young and old alike will
have the opportunity to return
to yesteryear and hand dip
candles during the annual
Christmas Candle-making at
Empire Farm in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes December
1-17.
Materials will be provided
and the activities are open to
the general public. Groups are
requested to make reser-
vations by calling 502, 924-
5441. Empire Farm is open




Watch, a 3-hour auto tour in
search of wintering water-
fowl, Center Station, 2 p.m., ;
December 5, Mysteries of
Bird Migration, a slide-lecture
and presentation in search of
winter migrants, Center
Station, 2p. m.;
December 5 and 12, A Tour
of The Homeplace-11150, an
explanation by the Land
Between The Lakes historian
on the living history farm
presently under construction
at land Between The Lakes,
meet at the entrance to The
Homeplace near the Buffalo
Range at 2:30 p. m.;
December 5, Hematite
Revisited, a return to the
community of Hematite
through slides and a telling of
some of the old tales about the
iron industry, meet at Center
Station at 4p. m.;
December 11, Attracting
Birds to Your Home, slide
program and discussion,
Center Station, 2p. m.;
December 12, Winter
Wildlife, a slide program
featuring some of the winter
inhabitants of Land Between
The Lakes, Center Station, 2p,,
m.;
December 18, Who Goes:
There?, a presentation on
Land Between The Lakeil;'
wildlife, Center Station, 2 p.
m.
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ED I TOR IAL
Max Hurt Sets
A Good Example
We can think of no citizen
more deserving of the honor
bestowed on our own Max Hurt
by the Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council earlier this week.
Max Hurt has been an out-
standing leader in our com-
munity for over half a century.
He has served in one capacity
or another on practically every
civic board ui our community
and still* lists 17 active
associations, even in what he
claims is his "retirement."
If each citizen of our com-
munity were to duplicate only
one-tenth of the effort put forth
by Max Hurt over the years in
his attempt to better our com-
munity and that lot of his fellow
man, Murray and Calloway
County would be so far ahead of
the rest of the world there
would be no comparison.
We'll not attempt to list all of
the activities Max Hurt has
devoted his time and talent to
here. That task would border on
the impossible.
• But we do know that, in one
way or another, at one time or
another, Max has had a hand in
at least one activity that has
directly benefited almost every
individual in CalloWay County,
not to mention the rest of the
Jackson Purchase.
We take our hats off to Max
Hurt, the Four Rivers Council's
"Good Scout of the Year."
We only wish that more of us
could live up to the high stan-
dards of service to God, and to
his community, and the self-
sacrificing dedication to ser-
ving his neighbors, that 'Max
Hurt has set for us.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Distemper — A beadly Disease
Distemper is a highly contagious
disease caused by a virus that strikes
thousands of clogs and cats each year.
The mortality rate is very high, nearing
90 per cent among young puppies and
kittens. The adults seem more resistant
but approximately 50 per cent are
doomed to a tragic death once the in-
fection takes hold. This article, to be
published in two parts, will deal with
the diagnosis, treatment, and
prevention of distemper. Feline
distemper ( panleukopenia ) will be
discussed first in this week's column
and canine distemper will be discussed
in the second part to be published in
next week's column.
First of all, let me point out that there
are different kinds, of distemper. Cats
are inflicted by one variety and dogs by
another. Canine distemper cannot be
transmitted to cats nor can feline
distemper be transmitted to dogs. The
disease cannot be transmitted to
humans.
The virus that causes panleukopenia
(feline distemper ) can be found in the
blood, in most of the bly's tissues, in
nasal secretions, vomit, feces, and
sometimes urine. The raccoon is the
only other species that has been found
susceptible to the disease. Direct
contact is not necessary in order for a
cat to become infected. Eating or
drinking out of a contaminated food or
water dish or sleeping on bedding used
by an infected cat is all that is needed
for the disease to be spread from one
cat to another. After the cat has been
exposed, it will take anywhere from two
to ten days, usually five to seven days,
before the animal will show visible
signs of the disease. In kittens under six
months of age the virus runs its course
in a very few short hours usually ending
in death. Older cats may remain ill for
several days. If the cat survives the
first 48 hours, its chances of over-
coming the infection are much im-
proved.
In diagnosing the disease some things
to look for would be listlessness,
dehydration, loss of appetite, vomit-
ting, diarrhea, and high fever (normal
is 101-.5 deg.). Unlike popular belief,
there is no discharge from the nose and
eyes. These are indications of
respiratory disease. Panleukopenia is
an enteritis which is an inflamation of
the intestines and therefore not a
respiratory illness. However, it is
possible for a cat to have a respiratory
disease along with the distemper in
which case the animal will have a
mucous discharge from the nose and
eyes. Some forms of respiratory
disease in cats are rhinotracheitis,
calici, and pneumonitis. ) Since
distemper is an intestinal inflamation
accompanied by abdominal pain and
fever, the cat will prefer to lie on its
abdomen on a cool surface with its head
placed between its outstretched
forepaws. The cat will usually be in this
position at the time of death.
Prevention should be the goal of
every pet owner. A vaccine is available
that provides immunity against not
only panleukopenia but also against two
notorious respiratory diseases,
rhinotracheitis and calici. A separate
inoculation against pneumonitis,
another respiratory disease mentioned
earlier, is available. The panleukopenia
calici - rhinotracheitis vaccine is first
given to kittens at the age of eight
weeks. Yearly boosters are necessary
to keep the protection in force.
After a cat has survived an attack of
distemper, it will have a natural,
lasting immunity. It has also been
found that many cats with no apparent
history of having had distemper and
having had no previous inoculations are
resistant to distemper. Because of this,
it is believed that mild, undetected
infection does occur which provides
natural immunity. Kittens under the
age of two months whose mothers were
immune to distemper have also been
found to be immune when exposed.
Apparently, the mother passes enough
immunity to her kittens to protect them
for a time. However, yearly
inoculations beginning at two months of
age are necessary to provide lasting
immunity.
Should your cat become infected with
distemper, it will require a carefully
planned program of nursing care to
give it at least half a chance of over-
coming the disease. The following steps
of nursing care can be applied also to
dogs. There are several things that can
be done. Upon diagnosing the disease,
your vet will give you some antibiotics
which can be given by mouth. He can
also administer fluids such as lactated
Ringer's solution and vitamin B
complex to fight dehydration and to
provide much needed nourishment. At
home, keep your pet dry, warm, and
quiet. Force him to eat on a regular
schedule. I say "force" because he will
be too weak and sick to eat on his own.
&You can obtain a nutritious food sub-
stance with the consistency of peanut
butter from your vet that can be applied
to the tongue in tiny amounts which the
animal can easily swallow. Coax your
pet to nibble on bits of canned mackerel
or tuna. These foods are strong
smelling and might arouse the animal's
desire to eat. Some might even eat bits
of raw liver or hamburger. Use an
eyedropper to give liquids like water,
broth from canned chicken noodle soup,
or mixtures of evaporated milk and
water or milk substitutes like Esbalac.
Pepto-Bismol is good to help stop
vomitting and diarrhea.
I'm afraid this article may sound a
bit too optimistic. The odds are greatly
against your pet in his struggle to
overcome the disease once he becomes
infected. All efforts to save him are too
often to no avail. That is why it is so
important to have your pet inoculated
each year. This is the only way to make
sure that he will be safe from distemper
and that he will have a better chance of
living a long, happy life in your home.
(Watch for an article on canine
distemper in next week's column.)
Now that old man winter is here with
all his harsh splendor, special care
should be taken to protect your pet from
the cold and dampness. Provide some
kind of shelter for him and place it in
such a way so that the shelter is out of
the wind as much as possible. Plug any
holes or cracks so that there are no
chilly drafts - puppies and kittens
should especially be kept from drafts.
Provide some kind of bedding, straw or
• old rags, for him to snuggle in so that
his own body heat can be used ef-
ficiently in keeping him warm. Help
your pet to remain strong and free of
sickness by feeding him regularly and
as often as is needed for the type of pet
you have. Be sure to keep a fresh supply
of water within easy reach at all times.
Doing these simple things will make
your pet more comfortable and better
able to live through the winter season.
Garrott's Galley
There's More To A Rodeo
Than Riding Bucking Horses
By M. C. Garrott
A few more words about rodeos and I
won't bother you with the subject any
more—at least until next spring.
Other than the fact that they had
them, I knew absolutely nothing about
rodeos until the Murray State Rodeo
Club held its 3-day one here a couple of
weeks ago. One hundred and forty boys
anck, girls from 20 colleges and
universities from Columbia, Mo., to
Starkville, Miss., were here to compete
in it. That makes the local cash
registers jingle.
They competed as teams and as in-
dividuals. A team consists of six boys
and three girls, although many in-
dividuals compete on their own. They
put up their own prize money, paying
$20 to enter each event in which they
want to compete. One Murray State boy
entered five events, which meant he
plunked down $100. All pay an ad-
ditional $3 ekh for the recording
secretary.
+++
• The youngsters put on an exciting
show and on the second night more than
2,000 people, one of the largest crowds
yet in the university's new Livestock
Show and Exposition Center, turned
out. They saw the boys and girls race,
rope steers and calves, ride bulls and
bucking horses for a share of the jack-
pot money piled up by their entry fees.
One cowboy from a junior college in
Mississippi gave everybody a scare
with his bull ride. Frankly, I thought he
had broken his neck when he came off
the buil, a big, 1,400-pounder. He hit the
ground like a wet towel and didn't move
a muscle until they had taken him out of
the arena on a stretcher.
Only a second or two after he had
come out of the gate aboard the leaping,
snorting bull, one of the animals' horns
hit him in the jaw, knocking him un-
conscious. He actually stayed on the
bull for a couple of seconds or so
although knocked out, according to
some of the other riders, before he was
pitched off. The clowns, Mike Miler of
Mt. Vernon, Mo., and Chris Melton,
Eldorado, 111., quickly rushed in,
distracted the bull and got him away
from the fallen boy.
The youngster suffered a broken jaw,
the loss of some teeth and a beaut of a
black eye. Everyone in the place
thought they had just witnessed a
tragedy. It's not a pleasant feeling. You
could have heard a pin drop in the big
indoor arena while the paramedics and
Dr. Dick Stout worked over him. It was
a great relief to learn he was not hurt
more seriously.
++++
I wouldn't get on one of those horses
or bulls to pick peanuts with Jimmy
Carter. I wondered where Bill Cherry,
who manages the center, found all that
wild stock. It was provided, he said, by
Don McKee, a professional rodeo stock
contractor4rom his ranch at Caulfield,
Mo. For a 'Tee, of course.
The horses, which are ridden
bareback as well as saddled, range in
age from three to 15 years, according to
Ali Caldwell, Murray State's great
linebacker of a couple of years ago and
who sponsors the 35-member Murray
State rodeo club. The best bucking
hOrses, he said, are "soured" horses, or
horses which at one time had been
broken for riding. "A good one jumps
high and kicks high with his back feet,"
he said.
It's more difficult to get bucking bulls
than it is horses. "Only about one bull
out of 100 will buck like you need him
to," All said. "High scoring bulls are
those that spin when they jump."
+++
A perfect 8-second ride on a horse or
bull for the rodeo cowboy is a 100-point
ride. Fifty points are scored by the two
judges, 25 by each judge, for the bull or
horse's performance, and 50 points,
also 25 by each judge, for the cowboy's
ride. Good scores range between 60 and
80 points.
The animals are scored on how high
they jump, how hard and how high they
kick and how they twist and turn. The
rider is scored on how he rides. He can
use only one hand. The other must be
kept free and waving in the air. If he
slaps the animal or himself, even ac-
cidentally, with his free hard, he is
disqualified.
Riders draw for their animals ahead
of time, and all hope for horses or bulls
known as high-scoring animals. One
bull the other night jumped out of the
gate and just stood there, glaring at the
crowd while the cowboy kicked and
spurred him trying to make him jump.
They had to get that cowboy another
bull as the old fellow wasn't in an angry
mood at the time.
+++
The Murray State team belongs to the
Ozark Region, one of 10 regions in the
National Rodeo Association. Actually,
the local club is the closest one to New
York City, being on the eastern fringe
of the sport.
Already they are working on their
spring rodeo, planned for next March.
If you've never seen one, make a note to
watch for it. It's an exciting thing to
see.
Letters To The Editor
Midge Club Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
It gives me great pleasure, on behalf
of the Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
Club, to express our appreciation to all
the kind merchants of Murray who
supported our recent Benefit Bridge
Tournament in behalf of the Arthritis
leeMEG
10 Years Ago
Joe R. Rogers of Lynn Grove Route
One, age 20, died yestarday at noon in
an automobile accident near Bell City.
Other deaths reported included Mrs.
Margaret Adair Irvin of Hazel Route
One, age 93, Miss Lydia Acree, and
Henry Bryan Payne of Princeton.
Work is now underway on the
shopping center located on South 12th
Street. Pictured are graders and earth
moving equipment on the scene.
Miss Janis Southard and Sherrill
Ronald Hicks were married October 30
at the Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Ronald McKee] of Lexington is the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Coleman McKee).
20 Years Ago
The second snow of the year covered
Calloway County today with tem-
peratures hovering around the 30 mark
in the early hours.
Deaths reported include Mary
Holland Ferguson of Indianapolis, Ind.,
age 27.
Mrs. Nancy Hicks is the author of the
song, "Father Of Our Nation," just
recorded.
Bob Street of Murray won several
prizes for his sister, Mary Martha
Street, when his letter was selected to
be read on the show, "The Big Pay Off"
on CBS-TV.
Births reported included a girl,
Jennifer Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Ward Outland on November 18.
Mrs. Sam Rogers and Miss Viriginia
Morre presented the lesson on "Safety"
at the meeting of the Pottertown




The Murray Ledger and Times was
most generous in publicity. Our thanks
also to the radio stations WNBS and
WKMS-FM and MSU Television
Channel 11 for complimentary
publicity.
The Bank of Murray and the People's
Bank of Murray (both) donated silver
julep cups which were given as first
prizes; Furches' Jewelry fur-
iusneci tue second prizes of silver letter
openers; other second prizes were a gift
certificate from Corn-Austin and a
silver bracelet from Mademoiselle
Shop. The first over-all prize for the
evening was a large fall arrangement
done by Gene and Jo Florists. Drawn as
door prizes were: a fine pen from
Lindsey's Jewelers; a "String of
Pearls" hanging plant from Juanita's
florists; a bud vase arrangement from
Shirley's Florists; a dinner for two
from Jerry's; an additional twenty-four
meals from Burger Chef, MacDonalds
and Perkins Pancake House.
These prizes were won .by people as
far away as McKenzie and Paris,
Tennessee, who came to play in our
tournament and will be returning to
thank you for your generosity.
We are also grateful to Long John
Silver's, Kroger, Johnson's Grocery,
Storey's, Dixie Creme Doughnuts for
their donations of refreshments. Due to
the generosity of these public-spirited
merchants and the folks who took the
time to come and play, we have been
able to give $75.00 to the Arthritis
Foundation.
Sincerely,
Ruth L. Howard, Publicity
Thank You
Dear Editor:
Thank you so much for all the help
you gave our Diabetes Detection
Campaign. It was a huge success due in










Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Boy, are we glad Thanksgiving only
comes once a year. After a full day of
filling up on food and football we
wonder if we'll ever recover.
But there's one good thing though. We
worked off part of the two inches the
Thanksgiving meal put on our waistline
cheering 0. J. Simpson to an NFL
single-game rushing record and later
gasped along with the rest of Dallas as
the Cardiac Cardinals almost pulled off
another last-second victory,
0+0
The boss of the Internal Revenue
Service has issued his traditional
warning for this time of year: com-
pleting the new tax return "could be
more difficult" than in past years.
Taxpayers struggling with their 1040
forms last year found confirmation of a
similar prediction by IRS Com-
missioner Donald C. Alexander. And
last year, as he will this year, the
commissioner made his words of
caution part of the tax form package.
But those of us who finance the
spiraling federal budget won't be able
to profit from Alexander's words of
wisdom until mid-January. Mailing of
the forms has been delayed for two
weeks, at least, by late passage of the
reforms hailed by congressional tax-
writing committees as simplifying the
taxpaying process.
Alexander's concern is prompted by
the increasing dependence in the
returns upon the taxpayers' own
computations instead of the familiar
standardized tables. He says the
amount of arithmetic required will
result in.more mathematical errors
than ever before.
The agony of the annual taxpaying
chore, it seems, is only compounded by
the recurring drive in Congress for
reform, which has created a patchwork
system beyond the comprehension of
even the tax experts. We think it is far
past time for Congress to quit "talking
about" tax reform and actually jump in
feet first and do something.
0+0
This interesting bit of information
appeared in the recent issue of the
Kentucky School Board Reporter:
Kentucky ranks near the top of the
states in the percentage of state aid
given to local public schools according
to information released by HEW.
Excluding federal aid, the HEW
report lists Kentucky as providing an
average of 83 per cent of public
education financing, compared with a
low of 6 per cent in New Hampshire and
a high of 100 per cent in Hawaii. The
average state share of expenses is
reported as 50 per cent.
0+0
The Western Kentucky Mental
Health-Mental Retardation board
provides a "Crisis and Information
Center" on a 24-hour hot line basis.
The service, provides telephone
counseling for those who are in crisis,
information regarding a wide range of
subjects and referral to the already
available services in the community.
Persons who would like more in-
formation on the service or who would
be interested in brochures or presen-
tations being made to groups can
contact the crisis and information
center by calling 1-800-592-3980. The
phone call is toll-free.
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Rased on corn, righted outlines produced la) the Curnauttee on
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Our Ministry Of Reconciliation
By H. C. Chiles
All of those whom the Lord has saved
and brought into the family of God are
obligated to engage in a ministry of
reconciliation.
Romans 1:16
The people of Rome needed exactly
the same thing that all of the unsaved
need today, namely, the glorious gospel
of the blessed God. This gospel is not
concerned with what man should do, for
there is certainly no good news in that
for any sinner. Rather, it is concerned
with what God has done already for
sinners. It is the announcement of the
fact that God has provided
righteousness for unrighteous men.
The facts which constitute the gospel
of Christ are as follows: Christ died for
our sins, Christ was buried, and Christ
arose. Any message that does not
contain these three historical facts and
flow from them is not the gospel.
Convinced beyond a doubt that Christ
could meet the deepest needs of those
who lived in Rome, or anywhere else
for that matter, and knowing that this
gospel had been committed to him, not
as a deposit to keep, but something that
he must share with those who had never
received it, Paul declared: "I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is
the power of God unto salvation to
every one that believeth; to the Jew
first, and also to the Greek." The
purpose, power, and product of this
gospel should also prevent us from
being ashamed of it.
Romans 15:8-21
Paul longed to go to Rome for the
purpose of making a spiritual con-
tribution to the Christians there, of
receiving spiritual enrichment from
fellowship with them, of encouraging
them in their work for the Lord, and of
preaching the gospel of Christ to many
in that seething city and strategic
center. However, he discovered that it
was not in accordance with the will of
God for him to visit Rome at that
particular time. Consequently, at the
direction of the Holy Spirit, Paul wrote
his marvelous epistle to them. From
today's lesson we learn some things
about the glorious ministry of the great
apostle.
It Was Personal
Having received numerous and
authentic reports of their great faith-
fulness in the service of Christ, Paul did
not hesitate to express to the Roman
Christians his genuine appreciation for
it. He cheerfully and heartily com-
mended them for the fine progress
which they had made in the Christian
life.
Lest some of the Roman Christians
might get the wrong impression of him,
or think that he had written too
authoritatively, Paul proceeded to
explain to his readers that Christ had
commissioned him as a minister of the
gospel to the Gentiles.
In justification of his claim that he
was an apostle to the Gentiles, all that
would have been necessary for him to
do would have been to refer to his
widely-known missionary
achievements, all of which were ac-
complished in and through the power of
the Holy Spirit, rather than in his own
strength. Without any semblance of
self-exaltation, Paul was able to glory
in the salvation of the Gentiles because
that was the work of Christ alone. For
what Paul was able to accomplish in the
winning of Gentiles to a saving
knowledge of Christ, he was very
careful to give all of the credit and
honor to his Lord.
It Was Powerful
Paul's ministry was powerful
because he was fully yielded to Christ
and thoroughly controlled by the Holy
Spirit. He kept himself in the
background, and gave Christ full credit
for every victory which he won. There
was abundant proof that he was called
of God and empowered by the Holy
Spirit.
As a truly pioneer missionary, Paul
did not want to duplicate the work of
others, to be jealous of their successes,
or to seek any personal glory, but he
was exceedingly anxious to take the
gospel to those who had never heard it
Far more interested in laying the
gospel foundation than in building upon
the work which had been done by
others, Paul followed the leadership of
the Holy Spirit and preached to those
who had never heard about Christ. His
example in this regard is highly
commendable. What a glorious
privilege it is to be engaged in the
wonderful ministry of reconciliation!
.Bible Thought
Cast thy bread upon the waters: for
thou shalt find it after many days.
F,cciesiastes 11:1.
We cannot keep unto ourselves and
our trust in God must not be a private
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Baby Girl Cox (mother
Paula), Route Three, Box 283,
Paris, In.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Maxine P. Johnson,
Trailer City Box. 26 Hun-
tington, Tn., Frankie D.
Brandon, Rt. 4, Box 226
Murray, Mrs. Emma H.
Sholar, Rt. 1, Box 360 Murray,
Mrs. Ruby A. Lickert, Rt. 3
Guthrie Rd., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Novel V. Patton, 302 Cross St.,
Murray, Miss Alicia Williams,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Harold L. Ray,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Iva
L. Cochran, 1710 Holiday Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Buthel C.
Holmes, Box 41, Hazel, Mrs.
Bertha Lee Beane, Rt. 1, Box
352 Murray, Winfred D.
Pierce, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Elancia Trotter, Rt. 5, Box
138, Murray, Mrs. Linda S.
Walker, Box 61, Puryear, Tn„
Mrs. Grace P. Irvin, 717
Sycamore, Murray, Noel R.
Melton, 507 So. 7th. St.,
Murray, James L. Duncan,
Rt. 1, Almo, Acre Miller, 1663
College Terrace Murray, Sam







Mrs. Ida M. Stunson, 504
Vine, Murray, William W.
Mohundro, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia J. Holt, 220
Woodlawn, Murray, Miss
Robin D. Bearden, Box 5406
Hart Hall MSU, Murray,
Willie 0. Reed, 206 Cherry,
Murray, Eddie L. Johnston,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Bonita B.
Doughty, Rt. 1, Farmington,
James 0. Snow, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Ethel D.
Lester, t306 Farris Ave.,
Murjay, Mrs. Katie Simmons,
Payne, Murray, Mrs.
Carlene Burk (expired), Rt. 1,
Sedalia.
GAUGUIN
NEW YORK (API — Findinl
it ironic that Tahiti's Gauguin
Museum was • Gauguin-less,
magazine owner Malcolm For-
bes recently cured the problem
when he presented, on long-
term loan, the Pa0 Gauguin
painting Les Enfants dans la
Rue- (The Children in the
Street to the museum.
The Forbes Magazine Gau-
guin, insur_r1 for $150,000, de-
picts the wire and children the
arti - abandoned irf•France to
begin his colorful life in Tahiti
whese his paintings of the
island's people made him fa-
mous.
OPEN f:IGHTS AND_SUN
Illestrehens Enlarged To Show 
Dowl
10% Down Will Hold Your
Lay-A-Way. No Charge For
Putting Mdse. On Lay-A-Way
Beautiful 12,/4" figure mod-
eled after the real Bionic
Woman on television.
"Bionic" modules in ears.
right arm_and both legs just
like the real Jaime Sommers.
Beautiful hair you can
arrange.
Dressed in blue and white
jogging outfit and tennis
shoes.
Supor Nor Cycle for super tun.
Bucket seat adjusts, Motor sounds
real, suspension system hugs the
road and mag wheels are wide tracks.
For children ages 3 to 8 or up to 65-
Big 13" Steve Austin mov-
able action figure as
seen on TV.
 BIONIC EYE you can look
through.
BIONIC POWER ARM that.
lifts engine block (included)
and has removable BIONIC
MODULES.
Dressed in red NASA jump
suit and sneakers.
$747
Reg S8 99 I
Sh,rewd! Sneaky' Strong!
With masks, he can dis-
guise himself as Ste
Austin or Oscar Gold
His Robot bod S full of
electronic pr nd gadgetry
— he h two powerful
"weep " arms that make
hi Imøst invincible.
trike him in the right
places — "pow" — arms,
legs, even his head flies off.




The poet y of Roots el lo rows every
adverflood Men In Nock. Prior sone un-
roodeble reason SwsOwerlfeed mor•
chendee U rod In Mod. .111
INKY • rein dock on roomer Mel con
to used to ousluoi to merchsrallse
al Ihe silo priap after,Vs.lerchwxle•
• ekelletes, or cankontas nor
donde, ea to offered el I mak.
penny reamed Woe I is Is honest
knelled, of Roes ro tot k-uo our
wick or -Selleteclion Ouenneee
d
TennisRockets or Balls.. .
Racket strung with nylon for longer 
Huffy Bicycles
lasting use. Winn tennis. balls packed Reflector lights on wheels




10-Roil Gift Wrap in a marvelous
selection of holiday designs Makes
packages as nice to look at as they
are to get. 26" x 90".
S BEG
44‘
Scotch Tape. An essential item for
home or office with hundreds of
uses. Comes in easy dispense roll
1/1" x 1600". Clear
344.
30 Light Set by GE is straight-line
wired with green cords and sockets
to blend with your tree. Has 2
spare bulbs, 1 flasher, and 1 safety
fuse.
9-ft. Extension Cords. Some g
you always need around ti house,
especially at Christm vailable
in brown or white
Crayols Crayons - a boxx of imagi-
nation '1,4 colorful pre-sharpened
crayons per box. Handy sharpener
built in box
Fascination Milk Cherries . Milk
chocolate covered cordial cherries
packed in easy open box with two
serving trays. Net wt. 10-oz.
Dry Roasted Peanuts. Roses own
brand of delicious dry roasted
peanuts Perfect for parties, snacks
or hors d'oeuvres Net wt 8-oz
Double Dipped Peanuts The
perfect munchabies for bridge
parties, drop-ins or any entertain-
ing Net wt 16-oz
4)93
ip CASE
Golden Flom* Logs Case of six
logs individually wrapped Each
bums cleanly for three hours Sold
separately for 66¢ each
Table & Chair
Sets
$Reg,12 88 1 1•97
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1976
Look in the sectionAil which
your birthday comes and find




;Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
; Cooperation with others will
pave your road to happy
satisfaction. There's more to
this day than shows on the
surface. Don't sell its
possibilities short.
TAURUS 
tirr(167( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Much can be accomplished in
both the planning and doing
stage. It need not be all work or
business. Include social and
personal matters in your
program.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A day for forethought. Give
all your activities your de luxe
treatment. Smile through
possible trying moments.
Earnest effort will bring
reward.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 10
Several avenues of activity
will be open to you. Be selective
in your choice. Don't waste t.
on unproductive underjaklr
LEO









pre e methods and a hard-
attitude can upset others, so
emphasize serenity and ease of
manner.
VIRGO


























Authorized Huth Bender Center
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER




and perseverance. You have
much to gain.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) I_Ln
If you seem to run into more
snags than usual, immediately
check; recheck, if need be.
There's no sense in repeating
errors or clinging to previous
misconceptions.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV'
Don't be overly aggressive, of
course, but you may have to
speak up firmly now, especially
in support of worthwhile causes.
Don't hesitate. Your reputation
for trustworthiness will make
others listen.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid involved situations and
decipher ambiguous state
slowly enough to • vent
errors. Clear the a ere so
as to make decisions.
CAPRICORN'
( Dec. Jan. 20) NI
oine requests may annoy,
t think them over carefully.
Compliance COULD prove
profitable in the long run — and
bring you happiness as well.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 14."1:;
Stellar influences stimulate
your artistic abilities and
promise happy personal
relationships. Let the other
fellow know that you value his
good will.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Cf
Don't believe everything you
hear now, but look for the truth
and, when you find it, recognize
and respect it. Rumors may be
spread deliberately.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect
and unusual versatility.
Depending on your leanings and
education, you could become a
great success in the business.
financial world; in the legal
field, as a trial lawyer, where
your powers of persuasion
would be a tremendous asset; in
diplomacy, literature or music.
The theater is also a natural
outlet for your talents — in
practically all of its branches —
and you are a born traveler.
Traits to curb: inflexibility and
jealousy. Birthdate of: Guil-







Church will hold regular
church services on Sunday,
November 28, at 10:50 a. m.
and seven p. m. with the
pastor, the Rev. Jerrell White,
speaking at both hours.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by the Rev. Ronald
Hampton with Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Dianne Dixon as pianist, will
present special music at the
morning service.
At the evening service the
Girls Ensemble will present
special music.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a. m. and Church Training at
six p. m.
Tommy Wilkins will serve
as deacon of the week.
The Week of Prayer for
Foreign Missions will be
observed by the church with
meetings at 1:30 p. m. on
Monday, Thursday, and
Friday, and a potluck supper
at 6:30 p. m. with mission
study led by Thyra Crawford
on Tuesday.
One of West Kentucic,'s Largest







OPEN DAILY 4:00 PM
Special Children s Menu
,,CANTEEN, OK—Sergeant Major Warner Smith (left) of the 100th Army Reserve
Division's Inspection team checks out part of the personal equipment during the an-
nual inspection of the Murray Reserve company Sunday. Looking on are Sergeant
Allen Cunningham and Captain Jerry Jackson of Murray. Cunningham is a member of
Murray's D ComPany, commanded by Captain Ron Moss, while Jackson serves as the
Battalion operations officer in Paducah. The Murray company was one of three com-
panies checked by the three-man Division Inspection team. The other units are
located in Clinton and Mayfield.
INSPECTION OF RECORDS—Two members of the 100th Army Reserve Division's in-
spection team go over personnel records with Reservists in Murray's D Company Sun-
day. Left to right Warrant Officer John Simms, Assistant G-1, Louisville; Major Frank
Bland, Assistant G-3, Louisville; Captain Ron Moss, company commander of the Murray
unit, Hopkinsville; and First Sergeant John Warren of the Murray company from Sharpe.
The Murray company successfully passed the annual IC inspection, receiving an "ex-
cellent" rating in supply and maintenance.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
FALL AND WINTER KNITS
• You know what kind of quality
and selection we have.
SO HURRY!
THESE FINE KNITS WOULD MAKE A





Open Mon.-Fri. 9 A.M. - 8:30 P.M.
Saturday 10 AM-6 PM
Cardinal Point Shopping Center
ALL
YARD
TWO GREAT GIFT ITEMS!
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
KNIT REMNANTS
%WW1 VALUABLE COUPON flUatiA 0
1
 . ,• 1 1 -.-. 





. .  ..,
SINGER GOLDEN BAND NEEDLES
• MOST BALANCED NEEDLES AVAILABLE
REGULAR $1.20 PKG.
PKG. OF 3 . . . 77' PKG.






• 7" SURGICAL STAINLESS STEEL
$44 9REG. $9.00 PR. EACH EACH
LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER WITH COUPON
re—. 14
0, mm)))))))wpmicmymin71%
• HEAVY PANT WEIGHTS
• SWEATER LOOK DOUBLE KNITS
• EVERY GOOD KNIT MANUFACTURED TODAY
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Let's Stay Well
Progress in Treating Virus Infections
By F J L Blaorigame.
Recent research on uterferon
appears important and en-
couraging, giving hope that his
natural body chemical may
become more widely available
to combat virus infections. These
infections have been resistant to
sulfa drugs arid antibiotics
Viruses - early forms (*live -
apparently have been an earth
much longer than ,hav.e higher
life forms including 'humans
Viruess live with and on other
plants and animals. producing,
in certain instances, viral dis-
eases. Evidence mounts that
scene forms of cancers may be
caused by viruses-
One of the ways by which
higher forms of animal life resist
viruses is by the production at in-
terferon, a group of small-chain
proteins that inhibit the
multipbcation of virus cell&
At the recent Sixteenth Inters-
cience Conference on Anti-
microbial Agents and
Chernotherapy, a team of Stan-
ford University Medical Center
researchers reported the suc-
cessful treatment of a chronic
viral infection, chronic hepatitis
B, with interferon. Because rf
the expense and the limited sup-
ply of the chemical, only four
cases were treated, two cases
receiving interferon for four
months and two cases for eight
months
Evidence of virus in the blood
and the liver of these cases dis-
appeared. Liver function Un-
proved, along with general
health, and these victims were
no longer carriers of the disease
and could not, after treatment,
pass the infection to other per-
SOM.
The significance • of these
results is apparent when it is
realized that chronic hepatitis B
virus affects an estimated one
million Americans and has been
resistant to other forms of
therapy.
Ireerferon is presently derived
in small quantities from white
blood coils. Hopsfully, it can be
produced scothatically in much
larger entomb at a later tane
additko, ressarcbtes at The
Upjohn Company in Kalamai*,
Midt, have fowl sutatances
which stimulake individual cells
to produce interferon in a num-
ber of animal species and at
time culture. Than chemicals
could be umful in research on in-
terferes mod perhaps in treat-
ment of viral diseases
Quoted recently in The
Chicago Tribune, Dr. Harry
Greadieg ci the National In-
stitutes of lisakh said inter-
tenon has a great potential. That
we now have a drug that affects
a chronic viral infection is as-
U---
When more interferon is
available, it can be tested in the
treatnsett of other viral infec-
tions, etch as the ccourion cold,
shingks aid measles, even cer-
Unn kinds of cancer.
Q Mr. E.P. wants informabon
about how much medical
malpractice inusrance costs
have added to the ccst of health
care.
k The American Medical As-
iodation recently stated that in
1975 the con of each patient visit
to a physician had increased to
$1.34 as a result of malpractice
insurance which had gone up 913
per cent over its costs two years
earlier. In addition, physicians
often practice defensive
medicine with cora "precau-
tionary" X-rays and laboratory
test& It aim adds to the patient's
bill. Reim, the roam rates in
hospitals have a built-in in-
mince cost.
Q. Mr. ZG. as how king an
average person who has
readied 70 years of age lives
these days
k Those persons who are
gm* and virorous enough to
reach 70 have an expectancy of
an additional 12 to 13 years.
npflosi.,euumd Farm *Mom.
Bro. John Dale To Speak Sunday
At 7th And Poplar Church
Bro. John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, will speak on
the subject, "EcclesiastAs and
The New Testament," at both
the 8:30 and 10:40a. m. and six
p. m. services on Sunday,
November 28, at the church.
The morning scripture from
Romans 15:4 will be read by
Jim Payne at 11:30 and Steve
Herndon at 10:40. Bobby
Johnson will read the scrip-
ture from Ecclesiastes 12:13-
14 at six p. m.
At the early service Ray
II •11•1111111•011am •
I
I. Do it• •• yourself• :
• •and save!• •• •





• carpet cleaner •
'-• ' 4-- --•""; • ''..:., !
• - - - - 711114 imaimpal • ..
a
a
• Here s $2 00 OFF the III
• rental price For dealer el
• a
• 
nearest voi„ cal( •
lissiarst Saws lsoadry a .
a 
Claason, Mid Maki St., Olney, i
. Ity., piena 753-2511; Olamos, Oat •
Mr Mapping Grier, aising, ity., a
8 phew 7S34391. ag





Karraker will make the an-
nouncements, Alan Jones will
lead the song service, and Ken
Hopkins and Floyd Garland
will lead in prayers.
Earl Nanny will make the
announcements and Jerry
Bolls will direct the song
service at the 10:40 a. m. and
six p. m. services. Prayers
will be led by Nelson Murdock
and Ottis Valentine at 10:40
and by Forest Boyd and Glen
Gibbs at six p. m.
Serving for The Lord's
Supper will be Howell Clark
and Art Jewell at 8:30 and
Max Farley and Ted Howard
at 10:40. Newell Hopkins,
Nuel McNutt, Noah Wheatley,
and Bernice Wisehart will
serve on the Extension
Department.
Terri Carson will be the teen
nursery helper for Sunday.
Bible study will be at 9:40 a.
m.
HELLMAN AWARD
BOSTON (AP) — Lillian Hel-
lman was recently presented
with the Edlorard MacDowell
Medal for her "outstanding
contribution to literature."
Miss Hellman is the author of
t h e bestselling "Scoundrel
Time" and a number of plays,
including "The Children's
Hour," "The Little Foxes," and
"Toys in the Attic."
Some 674 buildings were ue-
stroyed by fire in New York






See the fabulous flying white stallions perform 
the
rare and beautiful "AIRS ABOVE GROUND'
As seen in Walt Disney's
MIRACLE OF THE WHITE STALLIONS
Tuesday, November 30-7:30 PM
West Ky. Livestock and Exposition Center
College Form Road, Murray, Kentucky
Tickets ore Available from
Roses and the Wert Kentucky livestock and Ex.
position Center, Murray; Music Center. Mayfield,
Ky.
General admiss,on tickets S
5 50 (Tickots our-Chased
o n advance ore for preferred seats )
For additional Information rail; 753-WM. Group Meant,
Request!
TrEn HL IF VANES ••••
dc ignieWeek



















Soft acryIic uppers and insole. Bouncy
sponge outsoIe. Sizes 5 10 10.
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formance by 0. J. Simpson
and a near-miss by the
"Cardiac Cardinals" thrilled
the fans, but Detroit and
Dallas came away with the
victories.
Simpson dashed and darted
his way through the Detroit
Lions — the National Football
League's top defensive team
— for 273 yards Thursday,
breaking his league record of
250 for most yards gained in a
single game.
It also was the fifth time in
his. career that the Buffalo
back has rushed for more than
200 yards, breaking the record
of four times held by Simpson
and former Cleveland Browns
great Jim Brown.
Despite Simpson's heroics,
Detroit won the game 27-14,
keeping alive its slim hopes
for a wild-card playoff berth in
the National Conference.
At Dallas, the Cowboys had













emerging with a 19-14 victory.
The victory gave the
Cowboys a two-game lead
over St. Louis in the NFC East
Division .with just two games
remaining in the season. Also
in the running are the
Washington Redskins, who
play the Philadelphia Eagles
Sunday and wind up the
season at Dallas.
In other NFL games Sun-
day, Denver is at New
England, Seattle at the New
York Giants, Miami at
Cleveland, the New York Jets
at Baltimore, Chicago at
Green Bay, Atlanta at
Houston, Pittsburgh at Cin-
cinnati, Kansas City at San
Diego, New Orleans at Los
Angeles and Tampa Bay at
Oakland.
Monday night, Minnesota is
at San Francisco.
-He's one hellatious football
player," Lions Coach Tommy
McGuires Winners
In Bowling Tourney
Rita and Buford McGuire
won the No Tap Turkey Shoot
Bowling Tournament held last
Sivday at Corvette Lanes.
They rolled a 1694 total to
win comfortably over Virgil
Setser and Vicki Kingins who
rolled a 1571 total.
Bryan and Pat Scott had a
1554 total for third, Lyman and
Betty Dixon a 1547 for fourth
and Andy and Susan Curvin a
1532 total for fifth.
Lou Ann and Prentice
Darnell won the door prizes
while Linda Bray won free
games. Rita and Frank Varble
had the lowest scores.
4. Were 1,41 *











Mon., Nov. 22nd thru Sat. Nov. 27th 82a-a-
41 Closed Thanksgiving 4.
41 Lay-A-Way Novv 11"
41 For Christmas si"
41 10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon.-Thur. 11.
41 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Fri. & Sat. ÷
41 Bank Americard Master Charge 46+
41
41 Free The Showcase +41 Gift
$41 Wrapping
Hudspeth said of Simpson.
"There's one 0. J., but I'd
take a win over the record any
day."
Rushing for nearly 10 yards
per carry, the elusive Simpson
scored both Buffalo touch-
downs on runs of 48 and 12
yards. lie passed the 1,000-
Vat'?" -Mark for the fifth
straight season and now has a
9,252 career yards, second
only to Brown.
"If he really slams into you,
he's easy to handle," said
Lions linebacker Jim Laslavic
of Simpson. "But you can't get
him to slam into you. The man
has a thousand moves."
While Simpson was
negotiating his "thous4nd
moves," Detroit was scoring.
Quarterback Greg Landry
threw two touchdowns passes
to rookie tight end David Hill,
Dexter Bussey scored on a
four-yard run and Benny
Ricardo kicked two field
goals.
Dallas used a fake punt tb
keep a touchdown drive going
late in the first half, then had
to hold off St. Louis in the
waning moments. The
"Cardiac Cardinals," noted
for their last-minute finishes,
scored with 1:55 left, then
drove from their 37 to the
Dallas eight in the final 83
seconds. But a fourth-down
pass into the end zone was
incomplete.
"I don't know if I could go
through another game like
/this one," said Dallas Coach
Tom Landry. "There is not




MANILA — South African
Sally Little shot a two-under-
par 70 for a one-stroke lead





Green fired a six-under-par 66,
tying American Mark Hayes
and Australian Graham
Marsh for the first-round lead




whipped Jaime Pinto-Bravo of
Chile 6-1, 6-4 in an early-round
match of the $48,000 Argentine
Open.
COPENHAGEN — Bjorn
Borg of Sweden and Wojtek
Fibak of Poland advanced to
the final round of a $70,000
round-robin tournament, even
though Borg defeated Fibak 4-
6, 6-3, 6-2 in the final
preliminary round.
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa — American Harold
Solomon trounced Byron
Bertram of South Africa 6-0,6-
0, moving into the quarter-














Betty Parrish  '''  49t)







Nancy Weber  161
Mildred Hodge ,  148
Nancy Lovett  147
Mary Harris  147
Kay Garland  144
Judy Hale 144
Connie Angle  141
Betty Dixon  141






Peoples Bank n 19 •
Murray Theaters 27,4 20•1
J 01=011'9 GrO. 27 21
Corvette Lanes  V 21
Beauty Box X 22
Dennison Hunt X 22
Bank of Murray X 22
Paradise Kennels 24 24
Hospital Pharmacy n 25
Jerry's Restaurant 22 X
Shirley's 21 'A W.:
Murray Insurance 21 27
Dixie Cream Donuts 21 27
Murray-Calkiway Ho. is z)
' High Team Game (SC)
Peoples Bank
Murray ins.  
Dauu.son Hunt 








High Team Series (HC)
Shirley's 
Murray Ins. 
Dixie Oream Donuts 




















Auburn, launch the 1976-77
basketball season tonight in a
doubleheader at the Bir-
mingham Civic Center.
Alabama, ranked 13th
nationally in The Associated
Press preseason poll, tangles
with Purdue of the Big Ten
Conference in the nightcap
after Auburn takes' on
Jacksonville.
Two other games tonight
send Georgia Tech to Georgia
and Tulane at Louisiana State,
with the other six SEC teams
scheduled for openers
Saturday night.
Saturday's slate has Mercer
at Florida, Wisconsin at
Kentucky for the first game
ever in the 23,000-seat Rupp
Arena, Mississippi at Texas
Christian, Kentucky Wesleyan The Wildcats have a set line-
at Mississippi State, South up featuring the 6-10 tandem
Florida at Tennessee and of Rick Ftobey and Mike
WesternVictory Gives MSU
Third Place In Conference
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Murray State's season-
ending vietory (164) over
Westeit Kentucky last
Saturday gave the Racers a 5-
6 overall record and a 4-3 Ohio
Valley Conference record
good for third place in the
league.
The Racers beat Southeast
Missouri 14-3, Morehead 7-6,
Middle 24-20, Austin Peay 23-
13, and Western. Lasses were
to Delta State 14-0, Western
Carolina 13-10, Tennessee
Tech 24-7, UT-Martin 24-0,
East Tennessee 13-11, and
Eastern Kentucky 12-10.
The Racers set two con-
ference records during the
season and tied two others.
They recovered 40 opponent
fumbles to break Western
Kentucky's record of 26 in 1971
and 1974. Wes Furgerson
puntect 89 times to break a
record set in 1969, and Bruce
Walker had 663 yards on kick-
off returns to tie a record set
by Murray's Willie DeLoadi
in 1973. Kicker Hank LaGorce
twice tied the OVC mark of
three field goals in a game,
first against East Tennessee
and then against Eastern
Kentucky.
Racer statistical leaders for
the season were Mike Dickens
in total offense (733 yards on
282 plays) and passing (80-158-
13) for 659 yards and 3 touch-
downs; LaGorce in scoring
(10 of N field goal attempts
and 6 of 7 PAT's for 36 points);
Tony Franklin in rushing (280
yards in 97 carries); David
Thomas (17 catches for 219
yards and 3 TD's) and Garry
Brunun (17 catches for 209
yards) in receiving; Wes
Furgerson in punting (89
punts for an average of 40.4);
Eddie McFarland in punt
returns (9 returns for an
average of 7.6), and Walker in
kick-off returns (72 returns)
for an average of 30.1.
Linebacker Al Martin led
the defensive unit in tackles
with 73 and 30 assists. Bobby
Craig had Kt tackles and 26
assists, Chuck Wempe 61 and
33, Bruce Martin 58 and 25,
Kevin Whitfield 56 and 37, and
Darrell Ramsey 46 and 9.
Walker led the defense in
interceptions with 5 and in
fumble recoveries with 6.
Ramsey had 4 interceptions,
Al Martin and Jim O'Conner 3
each, and Wempe and Mc-
Farland 2 each. O'Conner had
4 fumble recoveries and Al
Martin, bruce Martin,
Ramsey, and McFarland 3
each. Al Martin led the unit in
Alabama And Auburn To Launch
1976 Basketball Season Tonight
Vanderbilt at Kansas State. Phillips and ace forward Jack
The opening night spotlight Givens, but a pair of freshmen
will fall on a talented array of also may figure in their plans
freshmen brought in to bolster guard Jay Shidler and
the hopes of such teams as forward LaVon Williams.
Tennessee, Mississippi State, LSU features 6-7 forward
Louisiana State and Georgia. Durand Macklin and Georgia
Much attention will be counters with 6-10 Lavon
focused on the debut of two Mercer and guard Jimmy
rookie centers — 6-foot-10 Daughtry. Alabama is ex-
Ricky Brown at Mississippi pected to take a long look at
State and 6-foot-9 Reggie guard Kent Looney.
Johnson af Tennessee, a pair Alabama is seeking a fourth
of stars who finished their straight league title, but
high school careers in Atlanta Coach C. M. Newton's_team is
last year. plagued by an injury to back-
Kentucky generally is court ace Anthony Murray,
regarded as the team to beat one of the quickest players in
in the SEC race after the the nation.
Wildcats stormed to 10 vic- Murray has had a problem
tories in a row at the end of with a knee that was operated
last year, winning the on last summer and the Tide
National Invitation Tour- won't know his status until he
'lenient championship along tests it in competition.
the way.
Padres Sign Fingers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — "I
love him!" exclaimed a most
happy Buzzie Bavasi
moments after his San Diego
• los go IN NIB Nee altr
50' off on
•any Burger Queen purchase %





It's our way Of letting you
taste your favorite items on
our variety menu.
Otter not good Atere ither discounts apply
lame mis —
Not redeemable for cash
Limit one 50e coupon per customer.
Maximum refund 75e per customer.
Coupon expires: 11-28-76
Padres had signed ace
reliever RoWe Fingers.
Bavasi, the club's general
manager, was steeped in
Thanksgiving dinner and
quipped, "I just hope I'm not
getting another turkey." He
was quick to add he really had
no such fears.
Fingers' agent, , Jerry
Kapstein, reached agreement
with Bavasi and Padres owner
Ray Kroc Thursday.
Fingers was reported to be
having his holiday dinner at
his in-laws' home at San Jose,
calif., and could not be
reached for comment.
But Kapstein, who was here
for the announcement that the
California Angels had signed
another of his clients, Bobby
Grich, spoke for Fingers.
"Rollie was delighted to be






Oakland and were among
Ieight A's players to becomefree agents this year.
it "With Fingers and Tenace,
Ri San Diego now has two of the
i finest 
pressure performers in
baseball," said Kapstein. "He
#
was very impressed with the
Padres' organization and the
interest they showed in him.
/ We are delighted with this
contract."
Bavasi, who runs the team
that tied last season for fourth
In the six-club National
League West, said talks
regarding a contract, terms of
which he refused to divulge,
started at 4 p.m., PST, and
ended two minutes later.
"Kapstein just told us what
the boy was looking for and we
met it. Many clubs are in-
terested in him, of course. It
was just a matter of money,"
Bavasi said.
tackles for losses with 12. Sam
Franklin had 8, Wempe 9, and
Bruce Martin 7.
The Racers had 22 in-
terceptions during the season
to set a new Murray State
record.
Coach Bill Furgerson's
record after 10 seasons is 54-
44-4. He needs only 7 more
victories to become the
winningest coach in Murray's
history. Roy Stewart, for
whom the Murray stadium is
named, presently holds that
distinction with a record of 60-
34-11. rn
During his 10 years as head
coach at Murray, Furgerson's
teams have finished second in
the OVC three times, third
once, and fourth twice. He had
developed 26 all-conference
players and three OVC





Its so easy to solve
that 'what-to-get-
him? problem with
a pair of Jarman
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Ledger & TimeNSports Editor
Miller's Midgets will be
making their debut Tuesday
night.
No, it's not one of those new
mid-season television shows.
Instead, Miller's Midgets are
the Murray High Tigers who
will open their season play
Tuesday at Trigg County.
Last year, Murray High
rolled to an 184 record while
being blessed with an abun-
dance of height. This season,
well, how do you think they got
the name Miller's Midgets?
"We don't have a man on the
team over 6-2," second-year
Coach Cary Miller said.
Even yet, Miller isn't
worried. What he does have is
some talented ballplayers
with a lot of experience but
more important than that, a
lot of speed.
Miller hasn't decided on a
starting lineup for Tuesday's
encounter with the Wildcats,
who won last year in the
season opener at Murray
High.
Junior forward Frank
Gilliam, who might be a hair
over 6-2, is the tallest team
member. Last season, Gilliam
showed brilliant progress and
earned a starting berth,
finishing the year with a 10
point scoring average per
game. Gilliam will be starting
this season.
Another cinch to start is 5-11
senior Brett Harcourt. He
came on strong early last
season to nail down a starting
spot. Because of the lack of
height and because of Har-
court's outstanding jumping
ability, it is expected he will
be playing under the bucket
during the early part of the
season.
One of the main reasons he
will be under the bucket is
because of Lindsey Hudspeth.
Hudspeth, the 6-0 senior who
starred during football
season, was injured in the last
grid contest and will be
sidelined for another couple of
weeks.
Hudspeth's leaping ability is
not to be matched by any other
player his size in the First
Region. Last year, lie
averaged 10 points per game
and 12 rebounds.
A probable starter inside
will be 6-1 junior Willie Perry.
He played jayvee ball last
year but has impeoved
rapidly. He played last
Saturday in the jamboree at
Paducah Tilghman and scored
nine points as the Tigers
blitzed Reidland 36-19.
Another starter will be 5-11
senior guard Raymond Sims
who will work at the point.
Sims led the team last year,
tossing in 18 points per game.
A talented ballhandler with
dazzling speed, Sims is ex-
pected to be one of the most
outstanding guards in this
part of the state.
The depth at guard does not
end with Harcourt and Sims.
Two seniors, Richie
Richardson and Bill McHugh,
could start for about any team
in the First Region. Richard-
son had a lot of playing time
last year while McHugh was
relegated to jayvee ball.
McHugh played in the jam-
boree last week and had nine
points.
Another outstanding
reserve is 6-0 sophomore
forward Ed Harcourt, a fine
leaner who had a very good
freshman season last year.
Other forwards include 6-2
sophomore Jeff Kursave, 6-2
senior Kerry Thompson, 6-2
sophomore Howard Boone, 6-0
sophomore Lee Hopkins, and
6-1 sophomore David
Stripling.
Other guards include 5-10
sophomore Kim Sims, 5-11
sophomore Brad Taylor, 5-8
junior Grettis Bumphis, 5-9
junior Bill Wilson and 5-9
junior Bob Thurman.
The Tigers lost four players
off last year's club through
graduation. Gone are 6-4 Bob
Wilder, 6-2 Donnie Williams, 6-
4 Chris Kurz and 6-4 David
Frank.
Andrea Perry, a 6-4 senior
center who played a lot of ball
last year, has been suspended
and is no longer a member of
the team.
"This is a good, closely-knit
bunch of kids. Hopefully, we'll
play well together," Miller
said.
"We certainly don't have a
lot of size like some people do
in this area. But really, with
the exception of Marshall
County, Mayfield and Sym-
sonia, everyone seems to be a
little smaller this year.
"We're going to have to rely
on our quickness and
ballhandling to offset our lack
of size. We have a bunch of
good jumpers and I really
think we can play with
anybody."
Miller also said he plans4o
stress defense more this year
than he did last season.
The Tigers have an ex-
tremely rugged schedule. The
only team that might be a
breather on the schedule is
Farmington and of course,
that game is on the Wildcats'
floor where strange things can
sometimes happen.
Murray will play two of the
top three ranked teams in the
Second Region, including
Christian County and Todd
County. In a pre-season poll,
Christian County was rated
second in the state. Last year,
Murray High defeated the
Colonels who went on to the
finals of the State Tournament
where they fell 74-52 in the title
game with cinderella Ed-
monson County.
In addition, Murray will
play Paducah Tilghman and
will have a tough road date
later in the year at Cairo. The
Tigers will play Marshall
County, Mayfield and Sym-
sonia, three of the top five
teams in the Region, twice this
season.
"We should be a great team
to watch play," Miller said.
"The kids have worked
hard, all 18 of them. We're
hoping we can be very com-
petitive.
"Hudspeth played a great
role in our success last year,
as did all of our lettermen. We
are certainly looking forward
to getting him back in action."
After the road date with 
Trigg, the Tigers will open the
home season Dec. 3 against
Paducah Tilghman in a





30 at Trigg County
Dec. 3 Tilghman
Dec. 7 Carlisle Co.
Dec. 14 at Symsonia
Dec. 16-18 Laker Invitational
Jan. 4 Marshall Co.
Jan. 7 Fulton Co.
Jan. 14 at Mayfield
Jan. 18 at Farmington
Jan. 29 Ballard Memorial
Jan: 29 Calloway County , MS12
Feb. lot Cairo
Feb. 4 at Christian Co.
Feb. Sat Marshall Co
Feb. 11 at Hickman Co
Feb. 15 Mayfield
Feb. 18 Syrnsonia
Feb. 22 Todd County
Feb. 25 at Fulton Co.
Tiger Basketball Roster
Name Ht. Pos. Yr.
Frank Gilliam 6-2 F Jr.
Brett Harcourt 5-11 F-G Sr.
Lindsey Hudspeth 6-0 F Sr.
Willie Perry 6-1 F-C Jr.
Raymond Sims 5-11 G Sr.
Richie Richardson 5-11 G Sr.
Bill McHugh 5-11 G Sr.
Ed Harcourt 6-0 F So.
Jeff Kursave 6-2 F-C So.
Kerry Thompson 6-2 F Sr.
Howard Boone 6-2 F So.
Lee Hopkins 6-0 F So.
David Stripling 6-1 F So.
Kim Sims 5-10 G So.
Brad Taylor 5-11 G So.
Grettis Bumphis 5-8 G Jr.
Bill Wilson - 5-9 G Jr.
Bob Thurman 5-9 G Jr.
TO OPEN SEASON—The Murray High Tigers will open their season Tuesday night at Trigg Coun-
ty. Team members are top row, left to right, Johnny McNutt, manager, Bobby Hopkins, manager,
Howard Boone, David Stripling and Jon Alexander, manager. Fourth row, Bill Wilson, Jeff Kur-
save, Brad Taylor, Lee Hopkins and Bob Thurman. Third row, Kim SimseEd Harcourt, Grettis Bum-
phis, Kerry Thompson and Richie Richardson. Second row, assistant coach Ricit Fisher, Bill
McHugh, Lindsey Hudspeth, Brett Harcourt and head coach Cary Miller. Front row, Willie Perry,
Frank Gilliam and Raymond Sims.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Ryan And Hudspeth
Named To All-State
Two Murray High School seniors have been selected to
the Louisville Courier-Journal & Times all-state football
team.
Andy Ryan, a 6-2, 190 pound linebacker, and Lindsey
Hudspeth, a 6-0, 180 pound back, were both named to the
First Team Defensive squad of the Louisville newspapers'
All-Kentucky Class AA team.
The Class AA coach of the year selected by the papers
was Garnis Martin of Bardstown.
Murray High School Tiger head coach John Hina also
received votes in the coach of the year balloting.






When they start shooting
tonight in college basketball,
the noise will be deafening.
Usually opening day comes
in like a lamb, but there will
be plenty of intriguing mat-
chups and explosive tour-
naments to set off sparks right
away.
The. Big Four Tournament
at Greensboro, N. C., includes
two of the nation's Top 20
teams and one of the fiercest
rivalries — No. 3 North
Carolina against No. 15 North
Carolina State.
Along with the Tar Heels-
Wolfpack war, Wake Forest
faces Duke in the other half of
a doubleheader that features





at Charlottesville, Va., with
Virginia, Madison, Virginia
Military and Roanoke.
—The IPTAY at Clemson, S.
C., with Yale, Clemson,
Florida State and Toledo.
—The Lapchick Tourney at
New York, with Nor-
thwestern, Fairfield, Brown
and St. John's.
—The Spider Classic at
Maynard, Va., with Dart-
mouth, George Washington,
Richmond and Navy.
—The New Orleans Tipoff,
including Murray State, New
Orleans, Illinois State and
Northeast.to- uisiana.
—The Hall of Fame Tour-




Where there is no tour-
nament this weekend, there
still will be plenty of com-
petitive fire. One big Saturday
game features a match bet-
ween No. 8 Maryland and No.
14 Notre Dame.
UCLA, rated No. 4 in the
country, will not have a soft
opener, either, playing tonight
against rugged San Diego
State, one of the strongest
clubs in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association. The
Bruins will follow that with
another tough game Saturday
night, against-DePaul, ranked
No. 18.
"The early games are going
to be a test for us," says Gene
Bartow, coach of the defen-
ding Pacific-8 Conference
champions.
Alabama, the nation's No. 13
team, has a tough opener
tonight, against Purdue, an
expected challenger of
Michigan and Indiana in the
Big 10 Conference. Missouri,
ranked No. 20 and the class
team of the Big Eight Con-
ference, opens against
Missouri Valley Conference
foe Southern Illinois in
a,nother significant game
ttonight.




Keop warm and cozy all winter and save
on hoot bills too with a brick or stone
wood-burning fireplace
ORDER YOUR FIREPLACE BY





with purchase of any
BRICK or ST2NE wood burning
fireplace installed now thry
December 15th.
f URN YOUR FIREPLACE INTO
A FUEL SAVING FURNACE.
Fint time available.
For existing fireplaces perthesa HEAT BOX for way $119.95
INSTALLATION DATE PLANNED TO
FIT YOUR CONSTRUCTION SCREDULEI
CONTRACTORS .. We install or you install!
Come by our showroom and se* the beautiful stylos and sizes to fit any building
or decorating scheme. Plus a complete line of glass screons and accessories for
















Receive a set of six colorful holi-
day coasters from the Coca-Cola
Company featuring the Haddon
Sundblom Santa Claus when you
purchase $5 worth of gift certifi-
cates from Burger Queen.
Two great holiday gift ideas at
Burger Queen.
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Islanders In First Place
But Not Looking Like It
By The Associated Press
The New York Islanders are
in first place but hardly
looking like a first-place team,
according to Coach Al Arbour.
"It was Thanksgiving Day
and we played like turkeys -
physically and mentally," he
said.
Arbour's displeasure was
aroused by a 3-1 loss to the
Detroit Red Wings Thursday
night, the Islanders' second
straight National Hockey
League defeat after going
unbeaten for 10 games.
"We're going back to the
way we played earlier in the
season - lousy," Arbour said.
Despite a six-point lead over
Atlanta in the Patrick
Division, Arbour is fit to be
tied.
"I'm going to make some
line changes," he said.
He also said that he would
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 1Tear
21 Things, in Transgress
law 3 Leaked
4 Garbage through
9 Wager 4 Part of 
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dip into the farm system for
help.
"There'll be some changes
in personnel," Arbour said.
"I'm going to ship some guys
out."
In the only other NHL game,
the Boston Bruins defeated the
Vancouver Canucks 4-2.
In the World Hockey
Association, the Quebec
Nordiques blanked the
Indianapolis Racers 5-0 and
the "Sew England Whalers
stopped the Birmingham Bulls
5-3.
Walt McKechnie, Mike
Bergeron and Buster Harvey
helped Detroit pile up a three-
goal lead through the second
period and- the Red Wings
went on to beat New York
behind Ed Giacomin's tough
goaltending.
Giacomin, beating the
Islanders for the second time
this season, turned aside 23
shots. Giacomin, gunning for
his fourth shutout of the year,
lost it when New York's Andre
St. Laurent smashed in a
backhander at the 10:28 mark
of the second period. -
Bruins 4, Canucks 2
Rookie Stan Jonathan's goal
early in the third period broke
a 2-2 tie and triggered Boston
past Vancouver, the Bruins'
10th victory in a row. Brad
Park scored a goal, his third in
two games, and an assist as
the streaking Bruins ran their
Adams Division-leading
record to 18-3-1. A's
Nordiques 5, Racers 0
Serge Bernier had two goals
and an assist and Real
Cloutier assisted on three
goals as , Quebec beat
Indiana polfs,
Traditional Rivalry Between Pitt And Penn Tonight
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Pitt
and Penn State exchange
flattery for football tonight as
the nation's No. 1-ranked
college team takes on the
East's perennial powerhouse
before a national television
audience.
The rivalry between the
Panthers and the Nittany
Lions extends for 76 years.
And like most enduring
relationships, it has mellowed
with age.
Penn State holds a two-
game edge in the series which
stands at 37-35-3. But it took 10
victories over the past decade
to erase Pitt's former
dominance.
There seems to be no real
bitterness in this critical
contest which could sour Pitt's
trip to the Sugar Bowl and a
possible national cham-








football Coach Johnny Majors
has not made any deals with
the University of Tennessee,
which covets his services. But
he will talk to them, possibly
soon.
Majors dismissed as
"totally inaccurate" a report
in the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution Thursday that he
would announce a move to
Tennessee Saturday.
"There won't be any kind of
announcement on Saturday,"




fortunes in four year,s, rdded
he has not talked to anyone
from Tennessee and would not
do so until after the regular
season.
Pitt faces Penn State tonight
in its final game before a
Sugar Bowl meeting with No.
4-ranked Georgia on New
Year's Day.
'
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Supply Co. 'free Parking75 9 8194
The game begins shortly
after 9 p. m. EST at Three
Rivers Stadium.
The Panthers, led by
Heisman Trophy candidate
Tony Dorsett, bring a
seasoned offense that can
run, pass and kick with equal
authority into the game
against a maturing Nittany
Lions squad.
Their defense, which Penn
State Coach Joe Paterno
claims does not have a weak
spot, will attempt to throttle
Penn State's offense which is
directed by sophomore Chuck
Fusina, a solid passer.
-Both teams have out-
standing personnel, both have
potent weapons offensively
and both teams, I think, have
deffenses that play with
pride," said Pitt Coach
Johnny Majors.
That may make the dif-
ference, he said. This game
should disappoint no one.
While Penn State and Pitt
prepared to dig in against
each other, similar
preparations were being made
by Oklahoma and Nebraska.
The fierce Big Flight Con-
ference rivals were to play
earlier in the day at Lincoln,
Neb., in a nationally televised
game.
Several other traditional
rivalries will be played
Saturday, including the Army-
Navy game at Philadelphia
and the Notre Dame-Southern
California contest in Los
Angeles. Also on Saturday,
Texas Tech will meet
Arkansas in Little Rock.
In games Thursday night,
Rutgers, Texas MM and East
Carolina helped themselves to
big slices of glory.
Unbeaten and uninvited
Rutgers wound up the best
season in its 106-year history
with a 17-9 victory over
Colgate, improving the
nation's longest major college
winning streak to It games.
Sun Bowl-bound Texas MM
whipped Texas 27-3 and kept
its hopes alive for a Southwest
Conference co-championship.
East Carolina routed
Appalachian State 35-7 in
another regionally televised
game, winning the Southern
Conference championship.
Elsewhere, it was Ten-
nessee-Chattanooga 23, East
Tennessee State 14; Newberry
26, Presbyterian 15; Kent
State 42, North Illinois 0; Cal
Poly SLO 34, Sacramento 10,




FRIDAY & SATURDA If ONLY!
FRIDAY MORNING DOOR BUSTER
REG. 404 TO 654 ASSORTED
• 504 Seam Rippers
• 504 Ball Point Pins
• 504 Tracing Paper
. 404 Tape Measures
• 554 Ass't Snaps
• 504 Machine Bobbins
• 65.: Ass't Hand Needles
and many, many others
NOTIONS
19 P.4.
REG. $2.99 YD. "WAMSUTTA" MILLS
PRINTED CORDUROY
• Full bolts, 42" wide, Finest Quality
• 100% Cotton, Machine Washable
• Printed Pinwale Corduroy
• All the newest Fall Prints
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POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
• 60" wide, 100% Polyester
• 1 to 10 yd. Fashion Lengths
• All the wanted Solid Stitches
• All the newest Multi-Color Fancies
• Many Dyed to Match Co-ordinated Knits
• 101/2 to 14 oz. Pant & Suit Weight Knits
• Hurry, only 1,000 yards at each store
FIRST
QUALITY8
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER ON FINEST EUROPEAN VELVETEEN
IMPORTED VELVETEEN
• Full bolts, 36" to 41" wide
• 100% Cotton, Twill Back Velveteen
• Machine Washable, Spot Resistant
• Extra Heavy, Extra Fine Velveteen
• All the wanted Fashion Colors
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Murray State University Forensics Team Wins OVC Championship
Murray State University
won the Ohio Valley Con-
ference championship over
the weekend — in forensics,
that is.
Competing against teams
from the other seven Ken-
tucky and Tennessee schools
An the Ohio Valley Conference
Forensics Tourney at East
Tennessee State University in
Johnson City, the Murray
State contingent walked away
with an armload of trophies
and the overall championship.
Rick Maxedon, Louisville
senior, and Ike Thacker,
Shepherdsville sophomore,
won the varsity debate
championship, retaining the
honor which Maxedon helped
win in the 1975 competition.




took second place honors in
varsity competition and won
both first and second place
individual awards as well.
OVC CHAMPS—Members and coaches of the Murray State University team that
won the Ohio Valley Conference Forensics Tourney at East Tennessee State University
over the weekend are shown with their trophies. They are: (left to right, f
ront) Krit
Stubblefield, Murray; Russell Walker, Ashland; Laurie Beatty, Murray; Tom Riley,
Murray; and Richard Maxedon, Louisville. (Second row) Bob Valentine, coach; Rebecca
Sams, Murray; Will Aubrey, Louisville; and Cindy Sexton, St. Louis, Mo., assistant coach.
(Top) Ike Thacker, Shepherdsyille: and Dr. Jerry Mayes, former coach.
Aubrey was also a finalist in
extempore speaking and
Walker won a third place
trophy in oratory.
Rebecca Sams and Laurie
Beatty, both Murray
sophomores, teamed with Krit
Stubblefield and Tom Riley,
both freshmen graduates of
Calloway County High School,
for the best team record in the
junior varsity division. The
Sams-Beatty team took third




The Rev. Dr. James Fisher,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak
on the subject, "Preparation
For Christmas," at the 5:45
and 10:50 a. m. services on
Sunday, November 28, at the
church.
Mrs. H. Clenn Doran will
sing a solo, "Infant Holy,
Infant Lowly," at both ser-
vices.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at the organ,
will sing the anthem, "All Ye
Lands" at the later service.
The youth groups will meet
at 5:30 p. rn. for supper
followed by separate
meetings.
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This Offer Limited To One Per Family
This lovely portrait will be token in our bank_
by professional photographers it may be
of on individual or of your entire family And.
like your savings account, this beautiful por-
trait will grow more 'valuable as The years go
by!
All you do for your free portrait is call us at
the bank and make an appointment for your
portrait sitting Your sitting may be arranged
during bank hours or for evenings and
weekends, so Dad can be there for a family
group portrait
Within two weeks, you may take your
choice of•several poses for your free portrait At,
this time, you may Purchase additional por-
traits or specitkprices but you are under
no obligation to'rk so,.
Call,roday and roke.9dvonroge- of this free
portrait. offer i.t's jt_e• Our way of saying




and won the first place trophy
for the best record of all
novice teams_ Miss Sams and
Miss Beatty also placed first
and second respectively in the
competition for individual
speaking awards.
And the success of the two
coeds extended beyond the
debate competition. Miss
Beatty won second place
honors in impromptu speaking
and Miss Sams did the same in
extempore speaking.
When the tournament ended
and coaches Bob Valentine
and Dr Jerry Mayes shook
hands with team members
gathered around the two and a
half foot tall blue and gold
championship trophy,
Valentine expressed his
pleasure with the outcome and
called it a cooperative effort.
"Every member of the team
has worked hard," he noted,
"and we have had excellent
support from the entire
university, particularly
several faculty members who
volunteered time to consult
with the debaters on the
national topic of consumer
product safety regulation."
Valentine took over team
coaching- responsibilities this
fall. Mayes was the director of
debate in 1975 when Maxedon
and John Riley won Murray
State's first OVC debate
honors.
The debate team is
preparing for the last tour-
nament of the fall season, the
Butler University Novice
Debates, on Dec. 4. Following
the Christmas break, the
teams will begin preparation
to qualify for national com-
petition in the spring.
"But whatever happens
from now until May.,"
Valentine added, "1976 will
always be the year that
Murray State won the OVC
perhaps not with muscle on
gridiron or hardwood, but with
style and brains from the
podium in a contest of lear-
ning and reason."
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
• 60" wide, 100% Polyester
• 110 10 yd Fashion Lengths
• All the wanted Solid Stitches
• Dyed to match Multi Color Fancies
• Hurry, Only 1000 yards at each store
• Full Bolts, 45" wide
• 100% Cotton, Washable
• All new Fall Prints')






Part Bolts, & Dress Lengths
Choose from Diana Knits, Velveteen,
Robe Fleece, Interlock Knits, Sportswe
ar
Prints and Solids and many others'
Hurry, for these great savings'
ON FULL BOLTS WOULD BE $250 A Y
ARDI
• 2 to 10 yard lengths
• Brushed Indigo Blue Denim
• 45" to 48" wide, Jean Weight




• 2 to 10 yard Lengths
• 54" wide, 1 00°/0 Olifin
• Tweeds, Plaids, Stripes
65" DRAPERY
SHEERS
• tOp.-- Polyp-stet Bat,ste
• Vic .ed Decorator Colors




NO SALE IS COMPLETE UNTIL YOU ARE tOMPL
ZTELY SATISFIED!
h.
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Members of the student body of Flint Valley School formerly located near Ledbetter churches off Highway 94
East, in the lite 1920's were, left to right, front row, 'viva Morris, Armeda Turner, Louise Miller, unknown, MareIle
Smith, Sylvester Ellis, unknown, Holland Keys Miller, Molene Duncan, Lorene Duncan, Paul Morris, Mutt
middle row, Ruple Colson, Rex Dowdy, Adrian Williams, Edgar Houston, Beatrice Ellis, Pearl Dowdy, school teacher,
'Alma Kirk, Codie Morris, Clinton Pennington, unknown, unknown, back row, Noble Kirk, Raymond McDaniel, Regie
Ellis, Sadie Dowdy, Larue Williams, Marine King, Irene Dowdy, Olene Williams, Venice Shelton, Edith Duncan, Cobie
Pennington, and Polly Shelton. Holland Keys Miller-of St. Louis, Mo., brought this picture to the newspaper.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 4 Roman road
5 Eagle's nest1 Cuttlefish 6 Paw,
6 Title of Icolloo.
respect 7 Land
11 Chastise measure
12 Biblical 8 Obstructmountain 9 Dry
14 Conjunction 10 Spanish for15 Slave "tomorrow












































'"Hushpuppies, Fries, & Salad Bar 2
522-8420




































34 Pintail duck 49 Hurried
36 Lit 52 Fuss
37 Goes in 54 Silkworm
38 Narrow, flat 57 Teutonic
board deity
40 Twirl 58 A state
41 Platform (IOW .1
44 Fresno 60 Spanish
47 Pack a ticks
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Distr. by United Feature Syndmnte- nc r-
Tennessee Burley Sales
Close First Week Today
"By The Associated Press
Terinessee burley tobacco
sales closed out their first
week of auction sales today,
with rainy weather en-
couraging farmers who had




sales averaged $113.Z8 per
hundredweight on volume of
7,145,545 pounds. At the rate of
sales during the first three
days, more than one-fourth
the 1976 crop will have been
sold by the end of the day.
Dry weather, however, had
frustrated other farmers
whose leaf had not been
stripped. Burley cannot be
stripped without sufficient
moisture in the air, or it will
crumble.





al I I lib"
We Now Carry
Christmas Decorations
fr-Trees Lights v• All Sorts of
v• Paper v Santa Claus Hanging Decorations
SPECIAL
Fireplace Glass Enclosure
Wednesday Thru Saturday (This Week)
$8995
Custom Drapes 20% Off
Unfinished Furniture 15% Off
Bel-Air Decor Store
S. 12th Street Open Iii 8 753-3641
Wednesday on sales of 607,788
pounds for - $719,938.
Greeneville, as usual, was the
volume leader with sales of







Baby Boy Mullen (mother
Cindy), 5201/2 Broad St.,
Murray, Baby Girl Odom
(mother Vickie), Rt. 2, Ed-
dyyille.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mourean George, 410
S. 10th., Murray, Mrs. Ellie
Samuelson, 307 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Martha L.
Rains, 114 N. 7th., Murray,
Howard E. Yates, 1604 W
Main, Murray, Mrs. Bonnie
Searatt, Rt. 1, Hardin, Marc
Hayes, „ 805 Vine, Murray,
William C. Morris, Rt. 3,
MuFray, David A. Rippy, 1336
Lischey Ave., Nashville, Ky.,
Mrs. Brenda C. Morris and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Murray,
Marvin H. Taylor, 316
Samuels, Clinton, Ronnie N.
McNutt, 1902 Sherrie Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Georgia E.
Causey, 414 S. 8th., Murray,
Jewell 0. Evans, 911 N. 16th.,
Murray, Mrs. Eva M. Irvin,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Erie D. Cun-
ningham, 613 Ellis 'Drive,
Murray, Henry Lubben, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tn., James W.
Dowdy, Rt. 1, Box 272, Far-






Baby Boy Woods (mother
Maria), 305 College Cts., MSU,
Murray, Baby Girl McLeod
(mother Terry), Rt. 8, Benton,
Baby Girl Long (mother
Donna), Rt. 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
T. C. Miller, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Patsy A. Runyon
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Box
385K, Murray, Mrs. Pallie R.
Kurz, 1707 Parklane, Murray,
Miss Melissa A. McKendree,
Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs. Clara E.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Betty I. Schindler, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Warren, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn G. Dutton, Rt. 5,
Benton, Miss Dawn M
Harrison, 909 Story Ave..
Murray, Mrs. Mitdred P. Bell,
403 S. 9th., Murray, Ms. Theda
M. Farris, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Paula G. Cox and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3, Box 283, Paris,
Mrs. Sandra S. Barrow, Rt. 1,
Alin% Mrs. Martha W. Moore,
1609 College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Chester , H. ,Walker, Hales
Apts., Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Janie Farris, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray, Glenn
A. Kline, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Winnie H. Kline, Rt. 4,
Murray, Bunn C. Swann, 1323
Poplar, Murray, M. Marie
G. Oglesby, 1604 7alloway,
Murray, Rural R. Jones, 507
Whitnell, Murray, Fulton E.
Young, Rt. 5, Box 215, Murray,
Mrs. Modelle Miller, Box 54,
Murray, Taylor Perry, 203
Pine, Murray, Mrs. Paula
Suiter, 103 S. 12th., Murray,
Orval F. Humes (expired), 612
Broad, Murray.
We are the only ones left that still do it.
The Old Timey Way'
It may be the slow









Tag It and Hold
It Until Dec. 22nd
for you
The Perfect Gift!!
The Old Fashion Way Means
our number ot homs
is limited - Come in today






107 N 3rd. Murray, Ky. 753-1601
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance-Bonds-Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
.Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora







Given Away FREE each
lit‘' week until Christmas Day










We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register
the better your chances of being the lucky shopper.
Drawings will be













KWIK-PIK,MARKETS You can win 825 worth ofgroceries. Register for the weeklydrawing at KWIK-PIK
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State Death Penalty Law Legislators To Take Up Several Matters In
To Be Rewritten Again
By GEORGE W. HACK ET
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The state's death penalty law,
almost two years old, is being
rewritten again.
The attorney general's
office assigned- a four-man
task force to the. job after
deciding that the current
statute failed to meet the
guidelines set forth in recent
U.S. Supreme Court decisions.
"Our recommendations are
expected to go to the special
session of the legislature,"
said Asst. Atty. Gen. Mark
Armstrong.
"We are trying to bring the
law in line with the Supreme
Court decisions," said
Armstrong, adding that the
attorney general's office has
taken no stand on the con-
troversial question.
"The legislature will have to
decide whether the death
penalty should be authorized.
All we've done is prepare
legislation for them to
examine," he said.
Some circuit courts already
have declared the present
statute unconstitutional, but
the state Supreme Court
hasn't acted yet.
"We feel that the court will
throw out the law. So we went
to work drafting revisions to
keep Kentucky from being
placed in the position of
having no statute on the
books," Armstrong continued.
What's being proposed now
is a two-step system, with the
jury first determining
whether a defendant is guilty
of murder.
"At the punishment stage,
the jury is given a list of
aggravating circumstances
surrounding the crime, and




The jury then has the option
of recommending the death
penalty, life impriso
nment, or
sentence of no less than 20
years".-.
"If the punishment is death,
Wen the jurystias to back up its
decision by showb that there
were no extenua . cir-
cumstances to ca for
leniency," Armstrong said.
Armstrong, who headed the
four-man review force, said
that only murder and kid-
naping are retained as capital




said, include murder during a
first degree robbery, mass
murder, or murder of a prison
employe or a police officer
acting in line of duty.
"The U.S. Supreme CoUrt-
has stated that you must fit
the punishment to the crime,
to the circumstances involved,
and to the character of the
individual involved," Arm-
strong said.
He said appellate court will
be required to review the
record to determine:
"Whether the evidence
supports the finding of an
aggravated circumstance.
"Whether the sentence is
consistent with those imposed
in other cases.
"Whether the death penalty
was imposed under the
influence of passion, prejudice
or any arbitrary factor."
The review committee also
recommended that the at-
torney general's office be
empowered to hire an
assistant to keep records of all




which the U.S. Supreme Court
deemed necessary," Arm-
strong said.
There is some opposition to
the death penalty in Kentucky.
During recent committee
hearings on possible changes
in the law, Louisville attorney
Scott Wendelsdorf argued that
"murderers can be removed
from our midst by less
onerous means."
Wendelsdorf suggested such
punishments as life im-
prisonment with or without
parole.
Wendelsdorf also testified
the death penalty has been
repealed in England,
Wisconsin, Rhode Island and
Maine following the conviction
and execution of innocent
men.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
I' IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Kentucky legislators will take
up the court system, mine
safety and many other
questions in the special
session of the General
Assembly to be formally
called by Gov. Julian Carroll
today.
Carroll intends to convene




White, who has helped the
governor draft the call.
"We decided after con-
sulting with several
legislators that Wednesday
(Dec. 1 ).would be the most
Homemakers
Club Meets
The home of Mrs. Delbert
Newsome was the scene of the
meeting of the Coldwater
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, November 9, at one
p. m. with the president, Mrs.
Charles Dan Bazzell,
presiding and giving the
devotion of a poem on prayer.
Members present answered
the roll by giving a favorite
Thanksgiving day recipe.
Mrs. Newsome presented a
lesson on "Crock Pot
Cookery." The craft lesson on
"Sand Painting" was
presented by Bonnie Rasp-
berry and Janice Kupferer
from the Wild Raspberry.
Many interesting items
which make great gifts for
giving such as stuffed
animals, macrame covered
bottles, calico angel,
macrame candle holders, and
owl hanging on wood, were
shown by Mrs.Noble Fuqua.
Others present were Mrs.
Vivian Adams, Mrs. Ronnie
Bazzell, Mrs. Hugh Adams,
Mrs. Charles Joe West, Mrs.
Homer Bazzell, Mrs. Newel
Doores, Mrs. Dewey Bazzell,
Heather Newsome, Nicole
West, Kelly Newsome, and a
visitor, Mrs. Hayes Grady.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, December 14,




The Rev. Stephen Daven-
port will conduct morning
prayer services at 9:45 a. m.
on Sunday, November 284 at
St. John's Episcopal Church,
in and Broach Streets.
rt Whitmer will serve
as aco . Church School and
confirmation class will be at
eleven a. m.
When youplan your shopping
listdorit forget the cash
Avoid those credit card blues
Sure, you can use your credit cards.
And wait in line while they run them
through that little machine, call in to
check your number, shuffle paper and
cards back and forth. And sometimes
forget to return the card. Why bother?
Get your shopping money in advance
If you need a little short term financ-
ing to stretch your holiday budget, get
the cash in advance. From us. Then shop
with cash. It's faster, easier, and it helps
you limit your spending.
Put cash on your shopping list. And
let us fill in thebottom line on
gift list.
yoUr
In Bel-Air Center Murray
Ross Wilder, Mgr. Ph. 753-5573
-Large Loans For Homeowners
ef A ve• 4/,‘




•) He told The Associated
Press that if the session starts
then, a number of bills should
be ready for Senate and House
floor action by the following
Monday.
Passing laws to operate
Kentucky's new district court
system will be the main task
of the special session.
Under the Judicial
Amendment passed by the
voters last year, district
courts are to take the place of
the current quarterly, county,
magistrate and police courts
by January, 1970.
The legislature must resolve
a multitute of problems,
among them the financing of
the district court system, the
number of district judges it
will require, and the means of
compensating local govern-
ments for the lois of county
and police court revenues on
which they now rely.
The session also will deal
with mine safety, which
became an issue with
shocking suddenness after the




developed since then for
training and certification of
all underground miners, and
for a new corps of mine safety
analysts to correct dangerous
work habits.
Many other items will be
included in the call, White
said. The special session may
deal only with items listed,
though Carroll may add more
during the session.
Carroll has decided the
session will deal with the need
to change Kentucky's death
penalty laws in light of recent
U.S. Supreme Court decisions
on capital punishment.
The legislators also will
consider a bill to provide for
financing of an expansion of
the Jefferson County sewer
system to comply with federal
water quality standards.
Wiiite said the special
session also will consider
revising state Workmen's
Compensation laws because of
recent Kentucky Supreme




The Icgislators will consider
changes in election laws to
allow the use of electronic
voting equipment, or sup-
plementary paper ballots,
when there are too many
candidates for the lever voting
machines now required by
law, White said.
Additional items that will be
considered, he said, will
'include:
—Setting up, in the new
court- system, a uniform
statewide •• system of




expected $4.4-million share of
federal appropriations fur use









118 St. 12th. 753-0035




Lai at 'Wass yet
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Muses 7S3.)1171
Ist ant ow Mow • op
7
ments to fight unemployment.
—Providing that part of the
money now collected by the
federal government as motor
fuel taxes be retained for state
road projects if Congress
allows it. Congress has in-
dicated it may.









UP THE  
STREET
requirement that any certified
health maintenance
organization plan must be
offered state and local
government employes in lieu
of standard medical benefit
programs.
—Making appropriations for














































CROCKADILLO 040WCF_P F6' E3REAt.,57,-
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Energy Trust Fund and the
ploogram of assistant
conufiOn wealth's attorneys.
—Clarifying a law exem-
pting coal mining and
processing machinery from
the state sales tax.
—Increasing the mileage
allowance paid to sheriffs.
•
HE CAN .AAL.H Ari\Nts










dments to add specifics to
existing laws or. correct,
technical errors in them.
Carroll had said earlier that
changing the state's No-Fault
Auto Insurance law might be
considered. White said
Tuesday it will not.
L6
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The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, will speak at both the
10:45 a.m. and seven p.m.
services on Sunday,
November th, at the church.
"Good News of Great Joy"
from Luke 2:8-11 will be the
morning sermon topic, and
-The Pure In Heart" from
Matthew 5:8 will be the
evening topic.
Bro. G. T. Moody, minister
of education, and Paul Dailey,
Jr., deacon of the week, will
assist in the services.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be a solo by
Mrs. Jim Love, and the song,
-I Will Extol Thee" by the
Adult Choir, directed by Mrs,
John Bowkar,-organist.- Mrs.
G. M. Knight will he pianist.
At the evening service, Mrs.
Bowker will sing a solo, and
Dr. Whittaker and wife,
Rebecca, will sing a duet,
"Near to the Heart of God."
Mrs. G. M. knight will present
the hymn meditation for the
offertory.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Owen
Billington, David Mathis,
Hugh Noffsinger, Paul Lyons,
B. C. Grogan, Allen Rose, and
N. P. Cavitt.
Sunday School will beat 9:30
a.m.
e week of prayer for
fore._ • missions will be ob-
served the church with
programs a e church at 9:30
a.m. on Mon with Mrs.
LaRue Wilson as • rogram
leader, on Thursday w
Debbie Bell as . fgt..
leader, and on Friday with
Mrs. Cathryn Garrott as
program leader. On Tuesday
the WMU, BW. BYW, Acteens,
and GAs will meet at 9:15 a.m.
and 6:15 p.m. at the church to
go by van to Jonathan Creek
for the program by Rev. and
Mrs. Stanley Crabb,
missionaries from Rome,
Italy. On Wednesday, Dr.
• Whittaker will teach the
mission study book, "Stronger
Than Mushrooms" at 6:45
p.m. following the fellowship
supper at six p.m.
Commonwealth Senator Pat McCuiston, Pembroke, 'presents Dr. Frank Holland,
manager of TVA 's [and Between The Lakes, with a plaque recognizing the outstanding
contributiOn TVA personnel at Land Between The Lakes have made to the Woodmen
of the World Youth Program. Area Rangers and Rangerettes, the youth group of
Woodmen of the World, have been utilizing the Land Between The Lakes area for the
past several years. The Rangers.and Rangerettes have been actively involved in such
programs as conservation—including tree planting and litter clean-up—and have
been active users of the recreational opportunities at the 170,000-acre public outdoor
recreation area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Present at the ceremonies held at
the administration building at Golden Pond were Buford Hurt, State Woodmen of the
World Manager, Murray; Frank Cross, Hopkinsville; Grover Burkette, Murray; and
Harold Crady, Eddyville; all Woodmen of the World area managers. Field represen-
tatives present included Phil Carsone, Phil Mindieta, and Ronald DuPuy, Hopkinsville;
Tim Scruggs, Murray; jimmy Washer, Benton; Mahlon lackson, Princeton; and Gary
Hendricks, Cadiz. Land Between The Lakes is the first recipient of the distinguished
award.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger di
Times by I. M. Simon Co are as follows







Gen. . 'rs  709e ---vk
Gen. Tire . 25k
Goodrich  2612
Gulf Oil 27'2 + k
Pennwak   304e +54







NEW YORK (API — More
than half the life insurance pol-
icies purchased are for mEn
and women between the ages of
20 and 34, according to the In-








is led kei tine, m
1.2kigiild filled ind •td.rlin,e
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Dr. Roos To Talk
On Rush Toward
Christmas Sunday
Worship services will be
held at eleven a. m. and 6:45 p.
m. on Sunday, November 28,
at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church with the pastor, the
Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speaking at both services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs
Wayne Whitney at the piano
and Mrs. Jim Neale at the
organ, will sing "The Spirit of
us Is in This Place" and
"Co Unto Me"- at the
morning s ur.
Danny Te deacon of the
week, will a the mor-
ning service during .ch the
ordinance of The d's
Supper will be observed.
The youth will meet at 5:30
p. m. for practice and will sing
in the evening service. The
deacons will meet at six p. m:
Sunday.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training at.
Volunteer nursery workers




For thousands of years dates
have been one of the chief
fodds of the people in the dry






Here - 1/4 :11 Ar with all the style and
comfort you could want Monaco offers you so
much 1/4 aloe for the money There are traditional
Monaco elegance a well-appointed interior, a
smooth, quiet ride and engineering excellence
%Mari, offers you. gorgeous two-door hard-
top, trim mid sized wagons, and beautiful four'
door sedans with room for six adults.
The '77 Dodge Monaco A comfortable.
family-sized car with a comfortable
family-sized price Its waiting for






NEW YORK i AP) — "Junci,"
a painting of the Greek goddess
by Rembrandt, was purchased
recently.for 03.25 million by Dr.
Armand Hammer, chairman of
Occidental Petroleum Corp.
. The highest previous price
paid for a Rembrandt was in
1961 when New York's Metro-
politan Museum of Art obtained
Aristotle Contemplating the





"The Mad Joyous Rush
Toward Christmas" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
minister of the First Christian
Church, at the worship ser-
vices on Sunday, November
28, at 10:45 a: m. at the church.
Del Fleming will be the
worship leader and Chris
Greer will light the candles.
Dr. and Mrs. Woodf in Hutson
and Mrs. Tommy Marshall
will be the greeters.
Dr. A. H. Titsworth and Lyle
Underwood will serve as
elders. Deacons will be Voris
Wells, Jim Boone, Bill Egnor,
Ken Kellar, Dr. Bill Seale, and
Fred Wells. - •
The choir director will be
Margaret Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist.
The flowers will be by the
Wear•Helm Service Circle
Class in memory of their
departed members.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m.
The Youth groups will not
meet on Sunday.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who Move not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Norm ledger &
Times by 530 p. in. Monday-
Friday or by 330 a. re. on Satur-
days are urged to call 753-1916
between 530 p. in. and 6p.
Monday-Friday. or 330 p. mi.
and 4 p. in. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p. in. week-




NEW YORK (API — The
stock market inched ahead
today in sluggish post-
Thanksgiving trading.
The noon Dow Jones
average of 30 Industrial stocks
was up .92 at 951.88. Gainers
outweighed losers by about a
4-3 margin among New York
Stock Exchange-listed issues.
Analysts noted continuing
support for the market as a
result of recent moves by the
Federal Reserve aimed at
loosening credit and
stimulating the economy.
But the atmosphere in the
marketplace was lethargic
with many investors taking a
long holiday weekend.
American Home Products
topped the active list,
unchanged at 30,4. A 90,200-
share block changed hands at
30.
The NYSE's composite
index of more than 1,500 listed
common stocks picked up .09
to 55.05. On the American
Stock Exchange, the market
value index slipped .18 to
100.29.
Volume on the Big Board
slowed to 6.44 million shares
over the first two hours from
7.60 mithon in the comparable
period on Wednesday.
Coastal States Gas rose to
11,4 after a 1'4-point jump
Wednesday, when the com-
pany said an appeals court
had overturned a 027.5 million
damage judgment against its
Coastal States Gas Producing
subsidiary.
In 1883, Oberlin College was
the first to adopt co-education
and in 1835 refused to bar stu-
dents because of race. '
Let's Stay Well
Handicapped Children's Parents
By F.-IL Blasingarne, M.D
Keep m mind that parents of
handicapped dukiren may need
your help.
Impairment of the child may
be apparent at the time of birth.
This sudden identification of
trouble may bring shock, cm'
cam and sadness to a mother
and father. These occasions are
in sharp contrast to the happi-
ness that a usually alsociated
with the birth of a baby, which
has been anticipated for months.
Common handicaps are
Mongoloidism (Down's syn-
draine), which occurs in about
me birth in each 530 deliveries.
hydrocephalus, severe pre-
maturity, or some other defor-
mity. Also, an infant who is born
deed brings a stunning, unex-
pected dimppointment
Miscarriage, especially if
several have occurred to the
mother arid father, may bring a
grief reaction similar to a death
in the family.
Leas drantatic but stressful is
the later but gradual apprecia-
tion by the family and friends
that all is not well with a child.
He or she may be a "quiet" or a
"good" baby, often meaning that
he or she is too quiet and too
good and unresponsive. This
delay in development may be a
slow, subtle pro aid it may
be ignored by the parents who
are almost hoping against hope
that nothing is wrong. Slowness
in walking and talking may be
the first noticeable signs.
Even LOSS severe cases may
become apparent when the child
is challenged by his or her peers
in play or at school. Mild to
moderate retardation may then
become apparent and be a
sobering experience for the
family.
Families vary in their ability
to face any such unfortunate cir-
ctunstancts. It may adversely
affect the stability of the home.
Overguarding a handicapped
child may deprive other
children in the hang of their just
share of parental affection and
attention_ The financial burdens
of such handicaps may add to
the difficuky
Silence on the part of the
family and friends is not as
beneficial as an open expression
of interest, sustained concern,
and sincere, thoughtful offers of
he The physician, clergyman,
teacher and social worker can
be uniquely helpful in their
respective areas of competence
Q- Mrs. R. H. wants to know if
her daughter, who recently had
to have her first baby. delivered
by ctsarean section, will have to
have surgery for any future
deliveries.
A. Whether your daughter will
require cesarean section with a
t delivery depends in
part e need for her surgery.
with thJirst delivery. For ex-
ample, if she has a catracted
pelvis, it will likely be too small
to allow normal delivery of sub-
sequent pregnancies. If her
pelvis is normal and something
exceptional occurred (such as
the afterterth being too low and
interfering with the passage of
the baby), it may not trouble her
with her next delivery. Her
physician will have to decide
whether she should be given a
test of labor for normal delivery
or have another cesarean sec-
tion.
Q. Mrs. LM. would like a list-
ing of some common foods
which are high in potassium.
A: Food high inpotassium con-
tent include citrus fruit and
tomato juries, fresh apples,
bananas, celery, green beans,
cabbage, carrots, asparagus and
whole-grain cereals, to name a
few. Potassium depletion may
occur in persons taking certain
medicines for high blood pres-
sure. Potassium supplements are
also available an the form of
medicine but should be used
only under the direction of a
physician.




A boxcar loot ofas,
chairs, loveseats, s • beds,
recliners and ottomans ha
arrived in time to be included
in the Fourteenth Anniversary saving
Open Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Save 25 % to 50 % on Chairs, loveseats
Sofas, Sofa Beds and Recliners
25 °/0 to 50 to off on




















451 South Sixteenth Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Use McBride's Revolving Charge
Hours: 9-5 Monday-Thursday
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5:30 - Mid Kagthom
6:00- 'may Beach
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3:00- IICA.ithall 11:311-111migey 1:00- hes Crty
6:00 - Loweace Welk 12:00-Net Fudge 1: 30 -Spotlight ea Schools
7:00 - Whets Ileppenisip I 2: 30 - Case Rid
8:00 -Stinky & Notch 140 - hopeless Cassidy
9:00- Most Wasted 2:00 - Mavis
10:00-News 3:30 - Freely Affair




10:30-Semen Compoty 4:30 - Pool 7:00- Mary Tyler Moore
15:00 -Porter Wegener 7,30 Boa yar
whort
S:30- CANDO Ole NashviNe 0:00_ io phi kaagy
6:00-News 1:30-Lice
6:30-Toddy Illort's 9:00-Carel Noreen
7:00 - Movie 10:10-News
9:00-Mist Tomas Parma 10;30 _ Ggx.samike
10:30-News 11:30 - Inmate
11:00 -Seteram light Live 12:30_ pews
12:00-Cherie Chem 1:00 - %spout Theatre
WPSD-6
6:45 - Weather
7:00 - Weedy Vloodpecher
7:30 -Pink Feather
9:00- McNiff
9:30 - Monster Sewed
10:00-Led of the Last










7:30 - Chre Club








2:011- Non Conference 2: hi- Dregeet 130- Palk Policy Forum
2:30-The Lane Binger 3:00_ gamy* hyoid •Lxi_ p.A. know
3:30- Idea Top *oast 3:00., ..NFL Game
4:30-Super Bea 3: 30 - Shorts Spectacular
5:00-Split of ladepeadence 510_
5:30 - News 5:30-News
6:00 -News 6:00 - Nee Neer
6:30-Accent 7:I0-Miry Tyler
7:00-anis 7:311-114 Meekest
9:00-Miss TINO11.11 America s ,00 Al ki
10:30-News 11:30- Ales
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3:00 - Wellys Workshop
3:30- Champions
4:30 -College Flak Illiitin
5:30 - Wei Kingdom
6:00 - Ilredy Bona




WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12
6:50 - Farm Digest 600 
Semester 7:00- Moder 6:00- Christopher Closet,-Soiree







7:30- Nereid of hat-Gower
I:30- lames Miser9:00 Worship
9:30 -Children's Gospel 8:00- bath Danis
8:30 Nuts
-Cesmovally
9:30-Ft Is Written 9:00-G
ood News 10:00 -Chomped Lives -Specs
9:00-1st Sept. Church
Coach Peacoat 9:30-Orel hel
mets
10:00- Terry & %sea
10:30- Accent
10:00 -
111110 - Meet the Press
II:OS-Meet the Press 10:00 -Camay Throe
10:30 ChapleispIllealten11:30- Ilteny Spectres
11:30 - Greedsteed 10:30 - Foe the Nation-
12:00-NFL Football 1




3:00-NFL Football 11:30-NFL Game
7:00 - Coleasho
4:00-Wilt Disney 3:00 - Pet loom-Sendai
II: 30 - Cheicy
4:30-David Nov.. 7:00- Mystery Movie 3:30 -Comeest See
10:00-News
5:00-News 8:30-Mystery Movie 4:00- Nelyworel Maim*
10:30-Oregon
5:30-News 10:00-News 5:30 - News
6:00-60 Minutes 10:30 -"Gahm Age 6:00 -Sixty Mimeos
11:00- liateedediles
' 12:00-With This Wag
of NollO1901-7:00- Leah ION 7:
00 - Loch, Sell
9:00- Delvockie 9:00- Kojek
10:00-News 10:00-Mows
10:30-Perry Meson 10:15-News
11:30 -Fece the Natio 10:45- Gensinein
1 2:00- News 11:45-Mows















1:30-One Life to Live
2:00-C4ml Nosp.
2:15 -General hospital
3:00 -Estee of Might
3:30-Seedy Beech
4:00 - lig Volley
5:00 -ABC News









12:30 - Femily Feed
1:00-$20,000 Pyramid
1:30 -On, Site to live
2:15 -Good hospital








5153 - Meraieg Devetiee
5:55-Job Motet
600- Ripe beery Show
7:00-The Today Sew
7:25 - 11se kiss Tsar/
7:20-The Today Show







12:30 - Lbws of Our Lives
i:30-Th. Doctors
2:00 - Aratteer World
3:00-Somerset




5:30 -MK lightly News 5:30 - Pems
6:00 - Scene st am 6:
00 - News
WTVF-S














12:25 - Noe Mews
12:30 - Wor4d Terea




4:55 - Gilliam's Island
5:25 - Weather
WPSD-6
6:25 - Artlier Smith
6:54 -Pester Speaks
7:00 - Today
9:00 -Imeferd & See
9:30 -Remper Room
9:55 -Cideedar










I: 30 - leered
4:00 - The Brody Bench
4:30 - Ironies






140 - Ceptein Kaingaree
9:00 - Price Is Right
10:00-Gambit
10:30 -Love ol Life
10:55 -News
11:00 - Toone and Restless









4:00 - Invert, Hillbillies
4:30 - Andy Griffith
5:00 - Tell the Troth
5:30-News
6:00 - CBS News
TV GUIDE MONDAY, NOV. 29, 1976
WNGE-2
6:30-Dolly
7 AO C.00toin I, Towelle
WSIL-3 1
5:30 -Cache Pete I
6:15-News
6:30-News
7:00-Capt. & Tawa 
8:00- Mendel Might F' lel
11:03- Weather & News
11:30- American Angier
WSM-4
7:00-Mouse a. the Prude
5:00-Movie
10:00-Mewss
10:30- The Tonight flora
12:00-Tomorrow
WTVF-5
6:30- Tel Hoe Trait
7:00- bode
7:30-Phyllis









7:00 - Itouse on the Prorio
8:00 - Moyle
10:00 - News






7: 30 - Mrylis












3:15 -Illeerveratch 1 2:00 -News
TV GUIDE TUESDAY, NOV. 30, 1976
I WNGE-2 1
6:30 - Troia* Nowt
7:00-Nappy Drys
7:30 -Laverne 8. Shirley
3:00-15ch Mee, Poor Mew
9:00-sFormly8:30-
10:00 - Nevrievack
1 0:30- /Awry lierhean
WSIL-3
5:30-News
6:08 - Oilly Graham
700 -Nappy Defs
7:30- Laverne & Shirley
5:00-lick Men Peer Moo
WSM-4






6:30- Tel the birth
I 7:00-Ted Knight
11:00- MA5N






6:30 - SI 21,000 Question
7:00-Sue, lee
8:130- Peke WORDOR



















32:45 -11 1. club
2:45 - Newswatch
-
11: 1/3 - hafted,
12:30-News
1
TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY, DEC. 1, 1976
WNGE-2

















10:30 -- The Tntials Wen
12:00- Tomorrow
WTVF-5












6:30 - The Price Ii Riga,
7:00- Rudolph
8:00 - Bing Crosby s

























TV GUIDE THURSDAY, DEC. 2, 1976
WNGE-2
4:30-Muse That Twee









7:00 - Frestys Miner
WswIerkeed
7:30 - Tony Itasidall
9:00 -Bs of len Francisco
10:00-paws



































1:00 - The Big Skew
-Mary
11:00-Streets of S.F.
1 15 - PTt Club
TV GUIDE FRIDAY, DEC. 3, 1976
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4 I WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12
6:30 - loam Vinton 4:80 -Cactus Pete 7:00 - Sad owl and Soo 6:30 - To8 the Trai
l 6:30 Coadid Camera 6:00 News.-
7.00 - Wawa & See7:00 - Denny 4 Mode 4:15 -News 7:30 -Nallswerk MB et Fon 7:00-lily Grieve 6:30 - Daly
8:00- ABC Movie 4:30-News "Beeety awl the heed" 800 -Movie 7:20- Nelhoork 7:00 Web
10:00- Morseled 7:00 - Dour/ A Merit 9:00-News sp•cisi 10:00-News 9:00-NBC town
-Charlene's
11:00- Movie
10:30- Mary Motown 11:00- Movie 10:00-Mows 10:30 - Goeseseko
'
10:00-Newt 10:00-News. 4
11:00-SWAT. 10:00- Neon 10:30- The Terniart Slow 1 I :30- Irani& , 10:30 - Tonight Show 10:30-Movie
12:00-Peter *reshot' 10:30 -5.W.A.T. 12:00 -Midnight Special 12:30-News 12:00-- 05i41,4019 Seerial 12-30-News
1:30-P11 Club 11:37-Movie 1:00-Suspense Theatre
3:30- Newmark 1:30-Mows
TIME sli DAN'
PROGRAM SCHEDULE CHANNEL 11
November 29 to December 3
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY































5100 FOCUS FOCUS' -FOCUS FOCUS










Mon 1 Speec and Theatre









1. Kenneth Wint s, Department ofEngineer
2. Book Review
• Keith Heim, Sped i 'Collections MSU Libiary
1. Wayne Beasley, History Perspective
Jim Carlin, Department of struction and Learn
ing
• MSU Economist
4. Weekly Shopping Basket
1. Howard Keller, Department of Foreig anguages
2. MSU Political Scientist
3. Bill Copperud, Rotary Club, Rotary Christ s 
Parade
1.- Flower Arranging with Juanita Lynn
-. Fred Overton, Head Football Coach MSU
3. Library Corner with Margaret Trevathan
AO •
•m• ,m••••• =EOM.* ••=M•M•
• mm, J,wwws-a---- p. smismisi- a• 
• Ma mmi
ma.m.
10 ••=•11••-. ••=• al •
SMEN•MME MEM •• • •




(NOTE: During the next
two or three weeks I will be
reviewing hard rock albums
that are extremely popular on
the charts. Among these are
Kiss, Robin Trower, Styx, Ted
Nugent Foghat and Led
Zeppelin.T—
If you ever-attend a Kiss
concert, always expect a huge
crowd of people, a heavy
metal sound and spectacular
effects reaching to the point of
shock rock. In other words
Kiss amt. Kissmania can be
summed up in one word -
phenomenal.
Kiss arrived on the music
scene nearly four years ago.
The foursome has their roots
in New York City. The
members are: drummer,
Peter Criss; lead guitarist,
Ace Frehley; bassist, Gene
Simmons and rhythm
































1 30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TRE: "The Seventh Seal' A
Knight returns from the Cru
sades and tries to save the byes
a troupe of players Directed
v I ngrrtar Bergman IR from
" Lies.)
3 30(230 CINEMA SHOW-
CASE
4 00/3:00 BLACK PERSPEC-
TIVE ON THE NEWS
4 30/3:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY: (R from Fri.)
5 00/4:00 ADAMS CHRONI-
CLES: "John Quincy Adams-
(:nngressman" Elected to the
ctouse of Representatives de-
oblections from his wife
,nd son Ill from Man (Cap-
- onec1)
6 '00/5:00 NOVA
The Case Of The Bermuda Tn.
-ingle'.1. The mystery of the dis-
appearance of ships and planes
oft the coast of Florida. IR.
from Wed./
7:00/6:00 REBOP
730/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC: "Hindi": An oppor-
!unity for Heidi to becorrit a
companion to a rich invalid girl
living in Frankfort.
800(7:00 iyHE WAY IT WAS




Jean Marsh with some Of the







Being': Director of the Chris-
tian Appalachian Project, talks
with Ewan ,lohnson, former
Parks Commissioner.
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
"Blood, Sweat h Tears/Janis
len"
11:00/10:00 MONTY PYTHON
Zany British humor series
SUNDAY, NOV. 28
Esstern/Central Time
2:00/1:00 p.m. IN PE9FOR-
MANCE AT WOLF TRAP
New England Conservatory
Ragtime" A potpourri of tag -




From Lincoln Center; Andre
Watts" hosted by Dick Cavett
5:00/4:00 DISTINGUISHED
KENTUCKIAN: "Father flelPh
Belting" !R from Sat.)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN: Tips on






VIVAL KIT: "Don't Be A Poor




Bee, Louisville; Black Gospel,
Nashville,




THEATRE: "How Green Was




ing with if new steam oinnoce,
invites JarneS to accompany him
or J test run.
MONDAY. NOV. 29
Eantern/Contr al Time 
3:39/2:36 p.m. GEO SERIES
"MATH VI - Percents & Inter
est..






6.30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
by J. D. Lancaster
• • 0.0 110 •••• 4=•Mr ••••
IRM• iM116-Alink 10••
can thank their manager, Bill
Aucair and Casablanca
records for their success.
Besides their heavy sound,
they usually use a great deal
of fireworks and other special
effects on stage. Especially
shocking is their black and
silver makeup and wild
costumes as well as Gene
Simmons with his long tongue
and blood spitting on stage.
Rock and Roll Over
Kiss's latest album, "Rock
and Roll Over" is dusch better
- than their previous album
"Destroyer" but not as good
as "Kiss Alive." One cut,
"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em"
could be destined as the new
hit single. The heavy' metal
guitars are predominant
throughout the cut and most of
the album.
"Hard Luck Woman" is
comparable to their hit single






7 00 ountry Morning
10 00 slaasigue Compotukum
11 00 Composer's Forum
Noon--Souridtrack
I 00-Saturdey Opera Met Opera
debuts next Sat I
4 00--Claseies ala Carte
7 00--The Big Band Scolds
10 00- NightMen Ro4 k
sm. Nov. 28
close to the vocals of Rod 78017-sabb'thdiSluawaleCemers
Stewart. "Makin' Love" is a to co- Early Compeers 
•
good hard rocker with the 27°°n- "eritticnal, 11118me luau opts-s
stunning echo type vocals. Reny. Teatro Alla Scala _performs
Vocals tend to scream at you rum"- IL: Cenerentr".. fldeeelle
)
of Aniencan Music: se,
at one point in "Baby Driver" -The Creative Process •
while "Take Me" would be 61//-Ciallics •12 Cute7:00-Voices in the Wind
good for the discotheque. 5-00-Folk Festival USA North
Kiss is strictly phenomenal. rilniazzFOk
lifeRevisFestival , Pt 1,
ited
How long they will last on the 10:w-Nightnigin Jazz
music scene, your guess is as M014.1191. TR
good as mine. However, they 1/F 6-7NPR Me" 6 "nee" 1-64
"
are Ale - hottest act in the 7 is-morning
recording industry along with 
100,9 03 NPR News IN"
I 00,9 06-- WKINS Local News (34-F )
Peter Frampton. 10 00-Mastenvorks Showcase M.F)
-- Exit Tony Orlando 
Noon -Uruversity Scerie4M-F
k I2.05-University Conunent
- It has just been learned that-7,00-001ms Education -
the Tony Orlando and Dawn ::::Anlece:,'.it rurkirbenc
an Poi) scrig
Rainbow Hour has been 1040-Night/light Rock
cancelled by CBS. The last TUES. NOV. 30
show will be the last Tuesday 
Fur daily. hsungs °1-3. see Wei
in December. Lately Orlando 12:00-Cortununity Cowman
and hiLalburns have done "II-Across the Atlantic7'30-Streit e Journal
extremely poor in the charts. 8:011.-thicago Symphony Orchestra
It will be interesting 
to see 10:00,-Ntghtniefit • Rock' . •
what happens to him now. 
WED. OK. 1
For daily hating' M-F1, see Most Nov




10.00- Noz,htflight • Ruck
91111115. DFC. 2




8'00- -From the Record Library
10 00-- Nig,htfliidit • Soul
FM. DK. 3
For daily listings , IA+ I. see Mon Nov
29
12 05. University Comment
7 00 -Options
a 00- Exxon-New York Philharmonic
10 00. -Earplay -Twenty Years of
Twilight," a play about grossing old
ungracefully A resident of an old age
home tries to demonstrate that old
doesn't mean orb the way out nor that the
world is necessarily fur the young
11 00- -The Oldies Show
SAT. DEC,
7 00 Country Morning
10 00 -Classigue Compendium
11 00 4:orriposers Forum
12 30 Metropolitan Opera Debut
-1.141ENGRIN"
4 30- (lassies a la Carte •
7 00 The Rig Rand Sounds
1000- Nightflight • Rock
MM, DK, 5
700- Sabbath MUM, ale .
I 00 .Sonata da Camera
10 00 Early Composers
Noon Internarl Concert
2 00 Bicentennial Concert Rhode
Island
1 off - Speaking of American Music
' Young American Composers"
4 00 NPR Recital Hal/ repeat:
5-15 Classics ala Carte
7 00 Voices ill the Wind
3-00 Folk Festival USA ifor.seshoe
Fiend Bluegrass Festival-
It 0(1 Jazz Revisited




 WKAS 25 Owenton WK ON 52
WKGB 5:3 Pikeville VVKPI 22
WCVN 54 Somerset  WKSO 29
WKZT 23 TRANSLATORS
IN KHA 35 Barbourville 12








CLES: "Charles Francis Adams,
Minister to Great Britain". The
British are kept from recogni-
zing the Confederacy.
9 :00/8 :00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN: "Holiday Shopping"
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT: "Don't Be A Poor
Sport" (R. from Sun )
10:30/9:30-4100K BEAT

















7:30/6:30 COOK IN' CAJUN
"Round Steak & Rabbit"
8:00/7:00 PICCADILLY
CIRCUS: "Alice Through The
Looking Glass" Adaptation of
Lewis Carroll's second book
'about Alice.
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE, THEA-
TRE: "The importance Of
Being Lamest' Michael Red.
grave and Margaret Rutherford
in an adaptation of Oscar
Wilqe's comedy about two
women who fancy themselvet en
gaged to a nonresistant suitor
Arizona with : 14 national
inunwnents has more such
monuments than any other
state.
Francis Cardinal Spellman,
archbishop of the New York
Archdiocese of the flottlan
Catholic church, died Dec. 2,
1967
*****
We Nate The Top Hits
George Hcp-r+son The New The New
Seals 8 Crofts ion, Mitchell *****i ? ?
TV Service Center
Special Discount To
All Students Each Week 
* • Centre! Shopping Center
****************7:31;5:**S
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Finding Money For State's New
Courts To Be Difficult Task
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Finding the money to operate
Kentucky's new district court
system will be the most dif-
ficult task of the special
legislative session that starts
next Wednesday, Gov. Julian
Carroll says.
Carroll says financing the
system without damaging
other programs or increasing
taxes will be the "most
agonizing problem."
Carroll, after issuing the
call for the special session on
-Wednesday said that
legislators will be faced with
funding the court system at
"less than 100 per cent," and
that if they are not careful in
allocating funds, "I anticipate
a financial crisis."
The judicial amendment
approved by Kentucky voters
requires that the state-run
district court system replate
the current quarterly, county,
magistrate and police courts
by January, 1978.





Mr. Robert T. Jones, age 71,
of Coldwater, died at 6:30 p.
m. Wednesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Funeral services for Mr.
Jones, a retired farmer and
grocer, were held today at 1 p.
in. in the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial followed in the Salem
Cemetery.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Elizabeth Cooper
Jones of Coldwater; two sons,
Charles Jones of Southland,
Miss., and Bonnie Jones of
Warren, Mich.; two step-sons,
Ernie Sheridan of Murray and
Jerry Sheridan of Coldwater;
and a step-daughter, Mrs.
Charles (Diane) Tipton of
Coldwater.
Also surviving are ,.two
sisters, Mrs Lillian Davis of
Mayfield and Mrs. Hollahd
(Haughty) Byers of Murray; a
brother, Otto Chester of Lynn
Grove; and 11 grandchildren.
Mr. Jones was a member
of the United Methodist
Church of Coldwater.
Funeral services were
conducted by Rev. Johnson
Easley and  Bev. Gary Mohler.
Pallbearers were T. T. Tid-
well, James Cooper, Ira
Smith, Robert Hoke, Leslie
Douglas, and Robert Byrd.
Mr. Jones was born in
Graves County on Dec. 6, 1904.
His parents were Horace




Funeral services for Orval
Humes, who died Tuesday at
the age of 74, were held
Thursday in the Chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Bro. Jonathan Kimbro and
Bro. Terry Wilson officiated
and burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Serving as pallbearers were
Jerald Paschall, Charles
Paschall, Montell Paschall,
Jimmy Oliver, Louis Paschall
and Audrey Eldridge. Gus
Robertson was in charge of
music.
The Murray man and his
wife, Louina, who survives,
made their home at 612 Broad
Street Extended. Mr. Humes
was a retired railroad worker.
many questions, including the
number of district judges, the
number and location of the
courts, the system of
prosecution and how to
compensate local govern-
ments for the court revenues
they will lose.
Besides district court
questions, the session will deal
with a number of other sub-
jects.
In the wake of the Scotia
coal mine disaster last March,
proposals have been
developed for employment of
mine safety analysts and
training and certification of
underground miners, and
these will be considered.
The legislators also will
work on bringing Kentucky's
death penalty into conformity
with recent U. S. Supreme
Court decisions.
They will consider changing
state workmen's com-
pensation laws in light of
recent state supreme court






At Age Of 90
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete for Mrs. Edith
May Ham of Hamlin who died
Wednesday at 2:35 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Mrs. Ham was 90
years of age at the time of her
death.
She is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Viola Baugh-
man of N. Liberty, Ind.; and a
son, Harold H. Ham of
Hamlin, with whom she made
her home. Also surviving are
six grandchildren and 22
great-grandchildren.
She was a member of the
First Baptist Church of
Frankfort, Ind. Funeral and
burial services will be held in
Frankfort.
The Max Churchill Funeral





Funeral services are in-
complete for Delmon
Carraway, 60, who died at
noon Thursday at a hospital in
Albuquerque, N. M.
Mr. Carraway is survived
by his widow, Mrs. Mary
McNeely Carraway; a son
James Carraway of San
Francisco; two sisters, Mrs.
Euin Hale of Paducah and
Mrs. Harmon Farmer of
Memphis; and a half-sister,
Mrs. Lonzon Downing of
Shelbyville, Ind.
The Max Churchill Funeral




In St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Mary G. Tabers, a
native of Calloway County,
died Wednesday at the St.
Luke's Hospital in St. Louis.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at this time.
Friends may call at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home,
which is in charge of




legislation to provide for the
financing of the local share of
an expansion of the Jefferson
County sewer system to
comply with federal water
quality requirements.
And they'll take up the
question of permitting the use
of electronic voting machines,
or supplemental paper ballots,
in counties where there are too
many candidates for the lever
voting machines now required
Programs. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
basketball coach at Ballard
Memorial High School,
LaCenter and a supervisor in
the Ballard County Schools.
The two summers interns
were: Fred Gamlin,
basketball coach at Henry''
County High School, Paris,
Tenn., and Stanley Cooper,
who teaches health and
physical education and
coaches the girls' basketball
team at the same school.
Those currently enrolled,
the program in which they are
participating and their
supervisors are:
John Cromwell, director of
pupil personnel in the
Paducah City Schools, in the
superintendency program in
the office of Paducah
Superintendent of Schools Dr.
David Whitehead.
Martha Shirley, English and
history teacher in the Murray
Middle School, in the prin-
cipalship program and
assigned to the office of the
principal of that school,
Robert G. Jeffrey.
Glenda Thornton, ninth
grade English teacher at
Madisonville Junior High
School, in the principalship
program and assigned to the
office of the principal of that
school, Paul Armstrong.
Doug Swindler, teacher at
the Central Elementary
School, Clinton, in the prin-
cipalship program and
assigned to the office of his
principal, Voris Clark.
Lloyd T. (Tommy) Brown,
mathematics teacher at
Murray High School, in the
school business official
program and serving his in-
ternship in the office of Dr.
David Whitehead in Paducah.
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger, a
professor in the professional
studies department at Murray
State, is the on-campus
seminar coordinator when the
participants come to the
campus to share their ex-
periences, while Dr.
Matarazzo and Dr. Pete Ryan,
also a professor in the
department, work with the
interns and their supervisors
in the field.
Pilgrims. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
said he wanted to share his
success with the "elderly,
poor, hungry or homeless,"
served free turkey dinners.
St. Anthony's Dining Room
in San Francisco prepared 240
turkeys, 800 pounds of
potatoes, 75 gallons of stuffing
and SOD pies for 4,000 poor
persons, and Little Rock,
Ark., restaurant owners Bob
and Yvonne McIntosh opened
their doors to everyone - "rich
or poor, black or white" - who
had nobody to share the
holiday with.
Thousands braved cold
November winds to watch
floats and marching bands in
New York City, Philadelphia,
Detroit and other cities. In
New York, Snoopy, one of nine
giant helium balloons, got
FARM BUREAU, ORANGES & GRAPEFRUITS
FROM FLORIDA
DETACH AND MAIL TO YOUR COUNTY FARM BUREAU BY DEC. 1, 1976
309 Maple, Murray, Ky. 42071
Meese enter my order for:
Orenges, 4/5 Be. $11.50/11z.
111. Grapefruit, 4/5 Iv. 14.00/11z.
Bz. Tangelos, 4/5 Be $6.00/111.
•14iDensity Frozen Ormie like, 24/12 Oz. Cans  314.75/Ca.
(-rise • IhDensier Frozen Gropefrvit Juice, 24/12 Oz. Cans  $13.00/01.







included a number of other
items, many of them
"housekeeping". measures to
make technical changes in
statutes and provide for ap-
propriations overlooked
during the regular session.
Among these items are:
—Retaining a portion of the
money that now goes for
federal motor fuel taxes for
use on state rqad projects if
Congress approves it.
Congress has indicated this
may be allowed.
—Meeting a federal
requirement that state and
local government employes be
given the option of enrolling in
a qualified health main-
tenance organization in lieu of
regular group health benefit
programs.
—Authorizing the establish-
ment of a basic coverage fund
for payment of malpractice
claims against the University
of Louisville "and its gents."
The University of Kentucky
has such a fund.
—Establishment of a
commission, similar to the
current Municipal Statute
Review Commission, to
review statutes pertaining to
county governments.
CONFERENCE ON HANDICAPPED—Four of the principal people involved in a
regional meeting of the White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals at
Murray State University Nov. 19-2Q discuss program details. Shown (from left) are: fir.
Jim Victor, an associate professor of special education in behavior disorders at Murray
State, who was a facilitator in the area of special concerns during the meeting William
H. Nichol, Jr., of Hopkinsville, chairman of the state White House Conference steering
committee; Mrs. Billie Downing conference coordinator and a member of the state
steering committee; and Mary Louise Sandman of Louisville, director of the Kentucky




Armco Steel Corp. and
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel
Corp. today joined two other
major steel producers in in-
creasing prices on flat-rolled

















Come and see ColorTrak—the exclusive RCA system that locks in color and keeps
it on track. It's RCA's most automatic TV ever—and the perfect Christmas gift for
the whole family. Come early while our selection is complete. Make it a Christmas






If you're thinking about a 19" diagonal
table model, be sure to see this RCA ColorTrak
beauty. Handsome walnut-grain plastic
cabinet houses all the advanced features
that make ColorTrak RCA's most automatic
TV ever
Getting the color right is
what ColorTrak is all about
Model FU490
20-position Electronic Tuning.
Compact ColorTrak table model
gives you single-knob tuning ease.
Select all 12 VHF channels and up to
















The only controls you see on this ColorTrak
TV are the on/off knob and the channel
selector button. All other controls are
hidden away because you seldom if ever
''.need them. That's how automatic
ColorTrak is.
ColorTrak Table Model
RCA's lowest-priced 25' diagonal
ColorTrak TV gives you a console-





In Tune with Today
Here's a big-screen console in zvrEvLS,EwFOR
the Contemporary manner.
Beautifully modern . . . and every
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• e Right Tits at the tght Price-Here!
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BUY YOUR ENTIRE CHRISTMAS THIS WEEKEND
AND CHARGE IT...NO MONEY DOWN & NO INTEREST!
Never Before An Offer Like This /n Murray
Thursday., Fri., & Sat. Only!
December 2nd, 3rd & 4th
8:30-8:00
Just A Small Way To Say Thank You
For Your Business
It's Unbelievable...But True!
Buy From '55 to '500
WORTH OF MERCHANDISE! ALL ITEMS IN STORE
INCLUDED! ANY AMOUNT UP TO $500.
v NO MONEY DOWN
v NO INTEREST (For 12 Full Months!)
V NO CARRYING CHARGES
v12 MONTHS TO PAY At No Interest
Open Sundays 1-6
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
































T.V. & Appliance aiat)A Small Business That
i31 Offers You Big Savings
fly Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 753-3037 ti
atateattaattuttatuutattaati/
1975 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, low mileage,
extra clean
1975 Pontiac Astro wagon.
1976 Pontiac Astre, 2 door, new car trade in, ex-
tra nice.
1973 V.W. Super Beetle with air.
1973 V.W. extra nice.
1973 Ford Country Squire Wagon, all extras, new
car trade in.
1974 Ford Tomo new car trade In
1971 Ford Station Wagon, double pMS r and air
Highest Trade-Ins
Good Used Cars Needed
PURDOM
OM - helm UAW
'Satiated Cuslorners Are Our
Maw C on, env
1406 Watt Moo • 753-5315
ciKeal
'Estate
by Realtor Pat Mobley.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
 •
WHAT IS AN
True, A REALTOR can
suggest a selling price for
your home if you intend to
list it with his office. This is
common practice and part
of the value of selling
through a REALTOR Burthis
should not be construed as
an official appraisal!.
An apprattal is the
valuation of your property
by a qualified Appraiser for a
fee. This fee is based solely
on the amount of work in-
volved - not the market
value of the property. His
detailed written instrument
wilt carry its full weight as
documentation . if used in
any official capacity such as
for tax or legal problems.
An Appraiser will provide
you with a dated document
APPRAISAL?
which will .o.er in detail all
the elements v.hich go into
the valuatiOn such at prices
of comparable properties
that have sold, value of
location, construction, age
and depreciation of the
propertv. toning, restrictions
and reproduction cost.-If
income property he will
capitalize the present and
future income _potential
Qualified Real Estate Ap-
praisers ,.ill probably be




about their real estate needs
• is our specialts. Drop by -
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobiev 7;1-1451 or 753-
8'958. Were here to heap(
Planning a Christmas Partr?
I antis con help you. our dining room
can be made acailabh• to you .for .vour
own private party. . . any time after





details.. a t• lo•Ip you hare the best







g A Gift 4iv 4
44








WATERFORD. Alana Compote. exquisitely
crafted, makes an elegant serving acces„ sory.-The versatile piece can double as ten -















4 Free Gift Wrapping Convenient Loy-A-Way 1
617Laztaztaltaztastuttataattalbi
tasi INS MS =MS "Iiiinumanianiva MN WA MN INS
This Christmas
Make o list of what you wont to give that ir
special lady skyeters-
The Shoe Tree

















t Murray Paint &
ft Hobby Center al
Estes Rockets & Accessories
# Balsa Wood Airplane Models
t;
t 
H.O. Train Sets & Accessories
Macrame Kits & Supplies
And Much More!
f, Wallpaper & Accessories
Are Also Available




East Side Court Square Murray, Ky.
rEvagetssgusecvsminviveztairmaimmvsKsim, iv 400 vot loco
Murray Home I
&Auto Store















Co., Inc. 753-3361 4
Kficrsz css T10 Te:g INK VW EIN csr 142( SIN SIN INK 14/ /IS 11 f.1  11 11' 11" 11 ' fr A
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25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by Jimmy Lyons,
Executor of the estate of
Ebe Lyons, Dec'd. and
that the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will .do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by Maybelle Warren,
Executrix of the estate
of W. E. "Bill" Warren,
Dec'd. and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
• Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 22 day of
November, 1976.
By Marvin Harris,








25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final Settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by Dickie L. Raspberry,
Administrator of the
estate of Loyd Ldward
Allbritten, Dec'cL and
that the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Cmurt
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness






By Marvin Harris County
Court Clerk, Calloway
County, Kentucky By:





25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by Buel E. Stalls,
Executor of the estate of
Nell D. Andrus, Dec'd.
ind that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts on November
22, 1976 filed by Kynois
McClure, Administrator
of the estate of George
Culmer Davidson, Sr.,
Dec'd. and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 22 day of
November, 1976.
By Marvin Harris County
Court Clerk, Calloway
County, Kentucky By:





25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by Betty Carol Huie,
Executrix of the estate
of Price Lassiter, Dec'd,
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 2'4k1976 or be
1 Legal Notice
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by Jerry L. Smith,
Executor of the estate of
Lena Cunningham,
Dec'd. and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on
November 22, 1976 filed




Dec'd. and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for. ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by Exie Paschall,
Executrix of the estate
of Cecil Paschall, Dec'd.
and (hat the same has
been approved by the
1. legal Notice
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by W. A. Erwin,
Executor of the estate of
Margie H. Erwin, Dec'd. ,
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final Settlement of
accounts was on





that the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any- -exeeption thereto
will do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts - was on






that the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Cottrt
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness











25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed
by D. Y. Morgan and
Buel Morgan, Co-
Executors of the estate
of W. H. Morgan, Dec'd.
and that the,same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 22 day of
November, 1976.
By Marvin Harris County
Court Clerk, Calloway
County, Kentucky By:





25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1976 filed




estate of Etta Newton,
Dec'd. and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness














CHowperz FO, TI-I' REST
0/ MAN NATCHERAL
• I'VE GOT A HUNCA


















25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on
November 22, 1996 filed
by Katy Fay Casey,
Executrix of the estate
of Ida Mazie Harris,
Dec'd. and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before
December 27, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness




















Tan - Blue - Brown -

















20% Off On Al
Luggage In Stoc
Attache Cases, Hanging Bags,
1 1, 3 Suiters, Shoulder Bag
and over -niter





Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.
DELTA SIGMA PHI Acts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for in-
formation.
WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in
any sizes you wish. Very
little cost to you. Art-
craft, 118 South 12th, 753-
0035.
Wouier you Hire to ride
ow Chord, Bass to Si,,-












AMY ETS POST 45.
Thanksgiving Dinner,
Wednesday, November




come by Murray Hobby
and Handcraft. 512
South llth Street. Lots of
glassware and old
furniture including an











Beh,nd Peoples Bonk ,






















Free Gift Wrapping with seek and every pinches*.
I Sop lottisi-Wsdosso for issolisy osidosisdis• ist • nossimble price.
We spprodots year hosiosssil
I You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,




Girls A Boys Western Many Styles to
v Shirt & Jean Sets A Ath'en/Frorn

































Have a Happy Prepaid
Join our Christmas Club.
4 It t 4„„., 753-M02




















26 Nov. - 24 Dec. '76 1!
10% Off qr:
SHOES BALLS BAGS
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HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
5.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-l'riday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 83.
BELTONE • FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis




Cover Charge $2 Each.
Open 7 p.m. Close 12 p.m.









Kid Sales. Free service
on all. makes. Open 9-1
'daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200






Buy now while the
selectron is.good
LOST REDBONE Coon






Will train. Should be a
wearer of soft mattes.
Prefer female. Must be




4 homeowners in the 'mond
oree will he given the op-
portunity to hone new vinyl
coated Steel novae Sing ap-
plied to their home with op-
tional decorative with at •
very low cost. this emu*
new precinct hes centered the
  of hom•owners
throughout the United States
who are fed up with constant
painting, east other maim
temente tests. It will lost you
▪ lifetime and provides fall in.
edition SVIIIIWPT and winter,
as well es fire protection. Our
new product can he used ever
every type of home, including
frame, c•ncrete block,
asbestos, stecco, etc. It
comes in a choice of osiers
and is new going to be in-
troduced to the Calloway
County ores. Your home con
be • showpiece in the county
end we will make it worth
year while if we can use your
home for advertising. For an
appointment, mail within 3










DISTRIOUTOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY 44
BILLIONS SS ANNUAL MARKET
$1.000 00 INVENTORY RETURNS S2.700 00 iatir
EXCELLENT kid OR FULL TOTE INCOME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman to distribute pre-sold advertised World
Famous, ALKA.SELTZER. BAYER ASPIRIN. ORISTAN.
ANAC IN. TUNIS,'"etc, Restock CoMpany secured accounts
weekly
NO INITIAL SELLING, -INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY' '
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS'
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, $2895.00-$5640.00
po4Icant should na•e car, mminsurn of 5 spare hrs ineekry,
r,lo able and eligible to assume business relit...Whirls witn
,n 30 days_ It you meet these requirements, have the
necessary cash sAgyagenent, and sincerely want to own you,
own business, then write today and include phone number to
. TRANS WORLD INDUSTRIES INC. 
MARKETING DIRECTOR DE14. 101
9481 Aero Space Elels, • Saint LOuis,"lbliSSOuri 535.14
Photography Hours
Daily 2-8 Sat. 10-6
Member FDIC
IF YOU ARE 18 or older,
have at least a high
school education, and
'would love to become a
tanker, you might make
, our team. For
*forma Lion call Mike
 Mitchell 753-7753 8:00 a.








number to P.O. Box 577,
Murray, Ky.
YOU CAN earn $30.00 a







capable of learning to
read and interpret
tariffs and willing to
work either an early
morning or late evening




between the hours of
1:30-3:00 p.m. An equal
opportunity employer.
"YOU'RE 1-UC1,4Y. AT LEAST MR. CARTER






or ironing. Call 753-3337.






resume to P. 0. Box 32H.
r Dennison-Hunt
Leather or Suede Shoes '
From These Famous Brands-
'Adidas 'Puma 'Nike 'Converse
Pro-Keds*Tretorn 'Fred Perry
Coopoo Good This Doc. 3, 1976
Dees Bank
wants to give you a full color
family portrait. Why?
Because you're our family too.
No catch . . . no obligation.
It's FREE!
(Offer Limited to One Per Family
Come By - Or Call Now
To Make Your Appointment
Portraits Will Be Taken
















T. J. Groesch at 618-
-2760.
BOYS AND GIRLS. No





earnings. See ' Wayne
Linville at Murray
NI:Loliday Inn, Wed-
• December 1, at





rie years experience, full
.7. charge construction
' office. General office
• work including accounts
• receivable, accounts
payable, payroll, tax
forats, etc. Can' 'read




















tracks of timber. Will
give top price. Call 1-365-




lots of storage space.
Also for sale turquoise
living room suite. Call
489-2i74.
WANTED: B-J Auto
- Salvage. Junked and
wreaked cars needed.
Call 527-1315yr 474-8854. Guy Spann Realty
OLD ANTIQUE bath tub
with legs or bath tub 901 Sycamore Street Member of Multiple Listings Phone 753-7714
legs. Call 753-0171.
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Prentice Dunn, 753-5725 Loretta Jobs 753-6079 Guy Spann, 75S-2587
Jock Persall, 753-8961 Louise Baker, 753-2409Loaf D. Cole, 753-9723
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."






cast iron grates, ther-
mostat controlled.
Porcelain enamel







shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.







bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
CROCHETED SHAWLS,
$15 and up. Will make
excellent gifts. Will also




worth $20,000. Will sell in





If you' can ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a
button, you have all the talent you need to play a
Lowrey Magic Genie Organ.
Magic Genie does all the work... and you'llhave
all the fun! Let us show you how much,music you




w & Organs ww Olympic Plaza Phone 753-1424 1
§4fsxtatliacitgoMactsultoMaalocefocVlace=MINKWEVAMI
SALE - Chain Saw
chains, att" or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,




couch and chair. Also
recliner cheap. Call 753-
0651.
AUTOMATIC WASHING



























table lamps and cedar
chests. Carraway




standing G. E. electric
stove with glass oven
door. Used 3 months.
Call 492-8754.
Buckingham Ray & Wham
Jackson hare the perfect
solution to your Christmas gift
dtlemma We hare Santa s stall
inna Nicks and Willette Richar
dson manning he telephone
with our Dial A-Grtt plan Dial
A-Gih enables you to contact us
and let us do the worrying
about that hard to choose gilt
Just call Willetie or Irina and
they will see that your gilt is
selected by one Of OW epos
wrapped by one at our
soetsalists and delivered to you
in time lor you to enioy this
joyous seaton So that you Cie
set SON s helms EI work.
Willett* and inna will be
stationed in Graham Jackson s
window preparing those Skirt to
please gilts But it you are
walk to get out to see them
tust call 151-SHOP and their
gilt selection will bring the
holiday season to you Dial
Gitt gives you the chance to
shop Murray s two finest men s
stores Buckingham Ray and
Graham Jackson with iust the
touch of the phone ill of San
la's helpers at Buckingham Rat
and Graham Jackson wish you
and yours a Happy Holiday
\\F HAN E BUYERS 4\1) NEED 1,ISTIN(,S
F()I-{ 3 AN1) 4 BEI)R()()11 1\1) FAION1
PERFECT IS THE WORD for this home in Can-
terbury. Like new 3 bedroom brick borne with 2
baths, family rooms. Has lovely Cabinets, all
built-ins, 'central heat and central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide lot, on a quiet street.
City school district. Great neighborhood and' a
great buy! In the mid 40s. _
TODAY:S BEST BUY! We consider this to be the
best buy oirtli,e market today. In Bagwell Manor,.
3 bedroom brick with central_gas heat, central
air. 2 baths, large kitchen family room com-
bination. Extra good' .,carpet. Covered patio,
storage building and landscaped lot. All in extra
good condition. Ready to moVe.into. Priced in the
low 30's.
LARGE COUNTRY HOME with fireplace on a'
1 k. acre lot on Locust Grove Road. Just off High-
way 121 South. Has city water, central heat an8.
air, dining room, family room, 3 bedrooms, large
kitchen with built-ins. 2 large baths, utility room,
garage. This is a ranch style home and could not
be built today for this price. Only $33,500.
MANY BEAUTIFUL LOTS are -left in Westwood
Subdivision. All have city water and sewers and
are priced lower than you would expect.
OLDER HOME on the corner of North 7th and
Pine Streets. With some work could make a nice
home for the handyman or a good profit if he
should choose to sell. Only $7,000.
A• REAL BUY on Catalina Court is a modern 3
bedroom brick with carport. Has electric
baseboard heat, range, refrigerator, disposal,
carpet and draperies, Priced to sell at $25,000.
WANT TO LIVE IN THE COUNTRY but not in
the wilds? See this lovely 3 bedroom brick ranch
home On 4 acres of good land. Home has 2 car
garage, covered patio. 1°'z baths on HWY 732 just
112 miles east of HWY 94. There is also an extra 2
car garage or shop building.
COZY 2 BEDROOM HOME on pretty lot and
near shopping center. 1102 Mulberry Street has
carpeting and is newly decorated and painted
outside. Economical gas heat. Call for an ap-
pointmentolo see. $12,500.
43 ACRES ON LEDBETTER CHURCH ROAD
near the lake at Anderson Creek. All wooded.
Lovely cite for camp or cottages. $16,000.
LIVE IN-THE COUNTRY and still enjoy all the
conveniences of town. New 3 bedroom brick on 2'
acres. Has 2 baths, central heat and air. City
water, built-in range and dishwasher. Tastefully
decorated and has custom draperies. Extra
large kitchen-family room. Also- patio and
garage. Can't be built today for this price.
INCOME PROPERTY. 4 unit apartment
building near-university-Only 3 yearsvid..Eartr
apartment has 2 bedrooms. , tiled. bath with
shower and tub, lovely carpet.--Kitcheri with
built-in range, disposal, frost free refrigerator-
freezer, utility room with washer-dryer himk-up.
Separate front and back porches. Wooded lot.
GROCERY STORE and home in New Providen-
ce. Store is well stocked and has gas pumps. Nice
oldet home that is comfortable and well kept.
- Home is on 4.4 acre lot with lovely trees and is
across road from store. Extra lot next to gorcery
"'tore is included in sale. Everything is priced so -
lewit will amaze you. Call for an appointment...
30 AeRksom a mile west of city limits on HWY
121-W. Has older 2 bedroom home in good con-
dition. Approxirfl4ely 800 ft. frontage on HWY
121 and the same athegint on Roy Graham Road.
Perfect for developing.
GOOD COMMERCIAL LOT on
ween Main and Olive. 88 ft. by
sell. $6,250.
WE HAVE THE BEAUTIFUL Cedarling Hi
Subdivision on Kentucky Lake. Park-like setting
and many lots to choose from. These are not the
small common variety of lake lots. Price ac-
cording tO size and location. Come and see our
plot and price list at our office.
WE HAVE ALL TYPES of Lake-Lots in various
locations. Priced according to size and location.
COTTAGE ON WATERFRONT at Keniana. 2'
bedrooms; bath, large deck and gentle' slone.to
the water. Must see to appreciate. Priced to sell.'
NICE 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED COTTAGE!: at
Blood Rivet Subdivision. Franklin fireplace,
range and refrigerator and furniture. Electric
heat, air conditioner. 122.500.
LAKEWAY SHORES COTTAGE with aluminum
siding, electric heat, basement, carpet, fireplace
on community water system. On lot 120' x200'.
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate_ Cali-,
442-1918 • .
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WE HAVE ALMOST EVERYTHING IF NOT WE CAN GET IT!
,(,11 0 SCHOOLS IL CLUBS WELCOME
753-0859 \„1,ta .g.p.,%?tterti
OLE WANT ADS!! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!










On All Colored Jute
We re Ditterent Unique And Very Much 1oday
JUST ARRIVED IN TIME FOR THE
HOLIDAY SEASONS...A SELECTION OF
3EADS AT SALE PRICE
Make your own necklaces & Save at
our low prices.
tl BEADS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
kr THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM















Soaps for men, women, and children. From 9
foreign countres and the U.S.A. Wall hangings
from Peru'. Sheets by Vera and Ann Klein,
Belgium linen place mats, and wicker and bam-
boo shelves for the bath room. Come See Me!!!





\ • • I 11iltvi•m•I
I
1\% 1.jf)71
1110 ha- I !mu fir/ 1101111s 1.0 Ill14/11q/
ill If\ fIll It114'0'he 111•11(4,c11 1,1111 ..C.• 1,11111-
111.1••.























How about being fancy and smart for
Christmas. Purchase a '5 dif? or over




G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good








and Service, 500 Maple






Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully




1. OR ALL YOLK fencing





tractor, 12 ft. • Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two







-2596 discount on grain
bins. Free interest on









NEW AND USED organs,
Piano,. special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58,
between Benton . '-
Mayfield, turn at
Harvey. Call 527-8955. • .
PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across

















NOW is one of tie oest times to
spray under and around your
home, bags, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for
a place to hibernate-under your
home. Its warm, tiny we out ol










"$IG MILLION DOLLARS OF PEFENSE






Lowrey Organ vier $895
Lowry Organyde $1200
Grand Piano $995
Chord Organ sor $495








SALE - TIMEX wat-




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.












WOOD FOR SALE. Call
753-7997.
ALL PURPOSE Heavy
Duty trailer. Dual axel,
new tires. Call 436-5346.
HAVE YOUR 8 x 10 color
portrait quickly copied.
Any size, any quantity.
Super discount prices.





stereos, T. V. Chucks
Music Center. Call 753-
3682.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 x 60 mobile home.
Two bedrooms, gas.
$5,500. Call 153-3185.
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME,
furnished, nice con-
dition. Call 753-1873.
1972 12 x 40 HOUSE
trailer. Good condition.
Must move. Call 753-
7423.
1973 PYRAMID 12 x 65.
Three bedroom, 2 baths,




all homes before move
to new location on High-
way 69441 S. 24 wides
from $11,999 for com-
pletely furnished 24 x 60.
Several used 12 wides.
Paris Mubile Homes,
1305 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn.
1973 TOWN HOUSE, 12 x
72, living room, den with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath




29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
RAY'S LOUNGE
South Fulton Tennessee - Where Friends Meet
Cover Charge $2.00 Each
Open 7 p.m. Close 12p.m.
Must Be 18 Yrs. or older -Proof Required
T.R. Crooks
A Fine Ruck Group From Paris, Tenn.
This Friday and Saturday Night
Wolf pack - Every Thursday Night
.j3L-L>4-*-1 >r=k '4VRE- 7A 'A








Register for Free -Lionel Train to
be given away Nov. 30, 1976. No
,A Purchase Necessary.
.cct . 4e y
0.„
Open 10 a.nr.,tilj p.m. Friday & Sat ).
411>1..
- (10 til 5:00 Mon.-Thurs.)
4,
'
29 Mob.le Home Reiltais
TWO BEDROOM trailer,





business location. See us
today, Fulton Young,
Realty, 408 South 4th,
753-7333. Home 753-4378.
31 Want To Rent
WANTED, TWO or three




32 Apartments For Rent





Close to town. Prefer
elderly lady. 303 South
6th. Call 753-3593.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
_ south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,




- polled Hereford bulls.
From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.














FOR SALE - 80 acres,




TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
ENJOY COUNTRY
LIVING in this com-
fortable 3 bedroom brick
with patio, carport,
large family room with
fireplace, 1',E2 baths floor




lot. Call 753-8080 or come
by 105 N. 12th., BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
FOR SALE - good older
frame house on five
acres of land, 3
bedrooms, 1 large bath
and good well, has
carport and one out-
building. This 5 acre
. tract has over 3 acres
tendable and is fenced.
Located 4 miles from
Murray in cherry
Corner Community on
blacktop road. Priced to
sell at $14,500. Call 753-





new, 3 bedroom, brick
with, 2 baths, family
room. Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft.
frontage on county road.











Happy Baby Baby food Grinder
Jacks Food Dehydrater
Acme Juicerator Model 5000








You Pay by Cash









REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This







Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
property.
SHOP 32'x44' on 1 acre lot
heated and air _com-
pressor. Call 753-7370.
43 Red E.).d.t•
FOR ALL YOUR in-





93 ACRE FARM lcated in
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm could also be used








your leader in sales fOr
1V76 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
45 Farms For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
50 acres creek bottom on
good road seven miles S
E of Murray 1/2 mile to
Blacktop. 30 acres
fertile bottom , land
nestled among 20 acres
picturesque wooded
hillsides. Old log







3-5-10 Speed & Moto-Cross
Bikes
Christmas Lay-Away





'Complete Line of Parts
& Accessories
•Back Packs • Book Racks


















Steve & Norma Bell
••••




In This almost new home with peaceful setting and
quality throughout. Home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
den with fireplace, living room, kitchen, dinette,
utility room and attached 2-car garage with
automatic door-opener. Home is very pleasantly
decorated throughout and we believe it is an ex-
cellent buy. Priced in low 40's.









George Galli Ser 153-8129
Geri Andersen. 153-193/
Bill koPrienid - 753-1221
Rem/ gagget1 • 753-7533






























4a ILE adik. 31-1' X In Mb
46 Homes fur Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick home on 100 x 150
ft. lot. More land
available if wanted.
$27,500. Call 753-8500.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway 280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
2204 after 2p. m.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 51,4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles 'n
of Murray on H way
641. Three ooms,
112 bath, basement
with en, gas central
he and air, 40' x 60'
y shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
BY OWNER, REDUCED,
seven rooms and bath.
With dry basement and
carport. Large lot, good
location. Call 753-1961.




utility room, all built-
ins, central gas heat and
central air, wall to wall
carpet, drapes, patio,
paneled garage, fenced-
back yard. Call 753-0191.
46. Homes For Sale
SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Almo.
Phone 753-7494 day, 753-




actual miles. Phone 492-
8586.
19'15 550 HONDA, with
windjammer, 4500
actual miles, A-1 shape,




start best offer. Call 753-
7754.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
53 WILLYS 4 wheel drive
pickup with 283 Chevy
engine. $650. Call 753-
1590 or 753-1377.
1970 NOVA, 2 door, 6
cylinder. Good con-
ditioia. New tires. Call
489-2648 after 4 p. m.
1974 ONE TON Ford
Wrecker. 16,000 miles.
Air condition. Power
brakes. 440 homes with
dollies and air tank. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.
vas Litton zIrlr
the leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the 1st to
introduce automatic defrost, van i cook and van -temp.
Model No. 418
with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST,
VARI COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you want. VARI TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE
















4S. Used Cars & Trucks
DODGE POWER wagon.
Four wheel drive. 1973
model $2,250. Call 753-
5532.
1963 FORD customized.
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1963 CHRYSLER 4 door.
Like new. call 436-2427.
1965 DODGE, four door.
$250.00. Call 753-9323.
1966 FORD LTD, local
car, loaded, extra good,











1974 FORD, pickup truck,
F-100, V-8, automatic,
$2,800.00. Call 753-7861




after 4 p. in.
1968 PONTIAC Bon-




street hemi engine, 4
speed transmission,
Daina Super 60 rear end
and more extras. For a
real deal call 753-6564.
1966 CORVAIR Monza, 4
door, good condition.
One owner car. Call 753-
2424 after 5,753-3557.
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
54,000 miles. 91700, Call
753-3185.
1971 SILVER GREMLIN




good. Radio. Body fair.
$500 or best offer. Call
767-4789.
1973 GREMLIN. One
owner, low mileage. 1969
El Camino, automatic,
V4. Call 489-2595.
1974 PINTO, red with
black vinyl top. Sharp.
$1450. Call 753-9773.




1971 LTD Brougham, 9
pass. station wagon.
Double power and air.
Factory-AM radio and
'stereo tape deck. 56,000
Actual miles. $1300.00.
Phone 354-6217.





If a sales person is needed
kindly call them at home
MURRAY BOARD OF REALTORS
Murray, Kentucky
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970 FORD LTD, 2 dr. h. t.
Double power and air.
Runs good. $550.00.
Phone 1-354-6217.
1964 V. W. BUS. Motor
excellent. Body rough.
$400. Call 767-4789.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-13. $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
=NM
16' TRAILER, camper.








home and industrial, air
condi tisoniqg , and
refrigeration, %plumbing





doors, paver tile and




days a week, would





bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home anytime.
References. Live in






Doug. Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. -Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your'
needs.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and









Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Coll Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or









by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling




of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water














Call 753-4124, South 4th















































30.00 to 100.00. Depen-
ding on size. Call 753-
2928.
WILL DO ROOFING,
Repairing, siding or any
type of repair work on
house. Call 753-5743 or
753-4706.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE





ficient service. NO job

































copied at very low cost
in all sizes. Artcraft, 118
South 12th, 753-0035.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass










WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and



















The newly decorated Southside Restaurant is now
taking bookings for private parties at night during
the month of December. For smaller groups 15 to -50
we will be open just for you. We will have holiday
menues to choose from at reasonable prices. Come







"Boots for evyry activity sun.-
,
Savings up to 50% for the entire family,
over 2,000 pair of boots on display. While
there register for over $1,500.00 worth of
gifts to be given away.
FREE: Thunderbird Mini-Bike valued
at over $500.00, boots, and many other
misc. items. Also from now until 24,
Dec. '76 we will give away 1 each day.







5425.00 op, floored, reedy te ese. One weed 1116 ond 21
buildings, various sizes in stock et old prices. guy *I IMO
for le" CUSTOM BUILTPORTABIE BUILDINGS 753-0984
51 Services Offered
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside or out-
side painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
5r-9959.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
ELECTROLUX SALES





clean rugs of all kinds.








lb Mr 11041-vaiser =ON
dime arpels N...
EASILY-
311 pound owlatoo mot
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EFFECTIVELY-
ow Moo Own Ort and




a trachea ot Oto cost
(YOU SAVE LIP tO
$23 00 PEA Kam






About 6 months - old;
Brown. Very friendly
and affectionate. Call
753-3994 or 753-3535 •
Don George
has something
of interest to you.
Don George is your local Navy recruiter, and he has
something of interest for you that could change your
whole life- for the better. Don George has details
on special Navy scholarships and officer-training
programs, any one of which could be just what
you're looking for. Not just for now, but for your
future, too. Be sure to make a note of the time and
place and find out what Don George has to say,
Date: Monday & Thursday of each week
Time: 9:30a. m. to6:00p.
Place: Be! Air Shopping Center
Be Someone Special in the Navy.
Don George




Real Estate and Personal Property
Saturday, November 27, 1976
10:00 A.M.
The garage is 60 x 28 and consists of on office, stock room, 2 restrooms, and 2 barrepair shops. There
are 2 pumps, 2 SOO gals. gas tanks, air compressor, and grease rock. The building has electric heat and
a deep well.
It is located (8) eight miles west of Aurora, Kentucky on highway 94 and (8) sight
miles east of Murray, Kentucky on highway 94.
In this sale also is a log cedar cabin, 18 x 20, with a fireplace. A road runs on all sides of the proper
ty. There is 1.6 acres with 435 ft. road frontage.
Auctionefter's note:, "The above property is well suited for an auto repair shop, boat and fishing supply
shop, antique shop, grocery store, restaurant, or any type business, because of the hiavily traveled
highway 94 between Aurora and Murray, Kentucky."
EQUIPMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS
Tools, Tires, Batteries, Hubcaps, Old drill press, Old forge, Old concrete Block Mold, Gorden tiller,
Riding town mower, Auto jacks, cream separator, Grocery scales, Fire extinguisher, Tubes, Wheels,
Electric Sewing -Machine, 1 22 automatic rifle, 1 12 gauge shot gun (single shot), Pocket‘knives, Car
spray gun. Old wardrobes, Old kitchen cabinet, Iron bedstead, Small antique tables, Meat slicer, Com-
mercial point spray gun, Old dresser, Frigidaire refrigerator, 1 desk, Washer 8. dryer, Vanity, Radio, CB
radio, ,Electric fan, Electric heater, Tire pump, 2 old antique bedsteads, Gun Cabinet, Cosh register,
Churn, Buffet, Old scold.
TERMS
REAL ESTATE: 10% day of sale PERSONAL PROPERTY: cash
tile Real Estate & Auction )
Aurora, Kentucky 42048 Phone: 474-2717
AUCTIONEER OWNER
Vernon C. tile Alfred Duncan
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sundas
••
A
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES
• Baptist
SCOTTS GROVErhhip Service 11 00. in
E, ening Worship 6 30p 
nCEmmanuel Missionary




















Worship Servic6 - 11 a m.. lit Sun-
day, 10 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday Sunday
Eveninl-Worship 6 30 p. m /
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45n in NazareneEvening Worship • 7 00p in Murray ChurchWest Fork 
Sunoay Scnooi 9 45 a mMorning Worship 11 00 a in Morning Worship 10 it5 a mSunday Evening 1 °° 0 m N V '') S Worship • 5 15 p mE vening 
7
009'  M s Eve iing Worship,- 6 00 p in •Sinking Springs 
Weunesciay Wortnip- 7 00 P mMorning Worship 11 00. m
eilin Worshp 6 45 p in L041114 Grove Church
Wbrship CO m.
School 10 00 a T . 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9:30 • .m
Sunday School 10 30 a.m
• • Good Shnitherd United
Worship Service , 11 00 • m.Church of Christ Sundai School 10.00 a in
Independence United
Sunday SchoolNew Providence 10 00 • m.
Morning Worship II ,00 cm. Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.Northside Morning 11: a.
Morning Worship 11 00. m. Evening 'Worship 7 . 009. M.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
Hale! Baptist
Morning Worship 11 Eil a in Pentecostal
Eving Worship 7 30 p m-en
Poplar Springs Almo Heights
Vorning Worship 11 go a m Morning Worship 1100 a. in.
Evening Worship ic 30 p m Evening Worship 7:30 p. r15
Grace Baptist United, New Concord
Worship 10 4,5 a m Sunday School 10.00 a. rn.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m Worship Services 11 0. m., 7 p. m..
Blood River Calvary Tempts
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m. Sunday School 10- 00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p m. Worship Services 11 a.m_, 7.30 p.m.
Y • •lir ( \ .
God S ..d e )onThee
When the PSI led theylwere aware that their
new house wm bleeped C our try was settled from ocean
a eumatry of ustuisoal thanto ocean, it and m "v"
dance ,





was j 0 t., a ref for who sought •
new Hie. en a y i 
We have 011111110116 re-
dev those
University Kirksey United
Morning Worship , 10:308.m. Sunday School 10.00 a. m.
Evening Worship 1:000-1n• Morning Worship 11:006.m.
Green Main Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Evenirsg Worship 7:00 p.m 
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
. Coldwater United
West Murray Worship Ser ice 11:00 a.m. lit I.Morning Worship 10: 50 •.m. 2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4thEvening Worship A:00 P.m- Sunday School' 10:00 a.m 1st & 2nd
Union Grove Sunday, 1100 a.m. 3rd S. 4th Sun.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m. Jay
Evening Worship 6:00p m Temple Hill United
Seventh & Poplar Morning Worship 1000 a.m.Worship Service 10:10 ••m• Sunday School 11.00 a.m.Evening Worship 6:(X) p.m. Methodist
Kirksey Baptist 
First Assembly of GadMorning Worship 11 00.. m. -Sunday School 10:00
eoure d cht
,•1 , have ib nill to  
/al . we etill
y? Ith God' help, sni -`.
'the rejoice in blaming,
First
New Concord 6:45 & 10 50 •.m.WorshipMorning Service 10:50 a.m.
...,,Evening Worship 7 30°' "' Morning Worship 11 :00 •Memorial Baptist
Sunday Evening 7 00 p m , Thurs.Morning Worship 10 SO a in ni•e 7 00 p. m.Evening Worship 6:000,m
New Mt. Carmel Missionary United, 316 Irvan Ave.Morning Worship 1,1 ,....°° 1 in Sunday School 10:00 a.m.Evening Worship ' "" 0. in Evenirvg Worship 7 00 p. en.Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11 00 a m. Deward% Chapel
Evening Worship 6 - 45 p m.
Cherry Corner Sunday School 10:00 a.m.Morning Worship 171:Ni°171• m • Worship Service 11 -00 a.m.Evening Worship 
. w P• rn. Evening Worship 730 p.m.Elm Grove
Morning Worship 1101) First United
Evening Worshio 
7 • °° °' m' Sunday Worship 10 00 a. m Ili 7 .00 P mSalim Baptist
Morning Worship 11..005.m. TUPS & ThurS 
? 00p in
Evening Worship 715 p. m.
Sugar Creek ChristianMorning Worship 11 • CO a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15p.m. First Christian
Owens Chapel Worship Services 10.45 a . m 7 pm
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Murray Christian
Evening Worship 5 X) P. m Worship Services 10.45 a. rn 7 p m
Moust Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9.30a. m
Worship 11.00 a.m. • Church of Jesus Chin?Lone Oak Primitive Of Latter Day Saints
'1.-,
ist Sunday 2:00p. m. Sunday School 10 45 a in3rd Sunday 10:30a. in. 
St. Leo Catholic ChurchOld Salem Baptist Sunday Mass a a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30pSunday School 10:00 a m11:00 
a: m. 
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p m.Worship Service Christian Science ServicesVesper Service 5'00 P. M. Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,Coldwater K y., Sundays 11:00 a. m. TestimonyMorning Services 11:00 a. rry meeting second Wednesday I p. m.Evening Services 6 009 in Jehovah's Wit Faith Baptist Watchtower 10 30 a inMorning Worship 11 C7° 1: rn • Bible Lecture 9:30 a m.Evening Worship 6.30p.m. Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.Locust Grove Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p rri.i Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. St. John's Episcopal' Evening Worship 7:00 P• in Worship Hour- 9-45Chestnut Street General Church School 11:00Sunday School 10:00 a. in. ImManuer LutheranMorning Worship 11: °° al• M. Sunday School 9:15 a. nY
:Ledbetter Missionary Baptist Morning Worship 10:306. m.
Sunday School 10 a. m. Seventh Day Adventist
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Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. Russels Chapel United
Pleasant Valley Sunday School 10:00 a.m.Morning Worship 11:00 • •rn• Morning Worship 1100 •.m.Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Second Street Goshen MethodistMorning Worship 10:45 ile-M. Wur,,shop Service H 00 a inEvening Worship 6:00 p.m. Bible'S'udy 6 30p inFriendship
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. Lynn GroveMorning Worship 11 :00 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ 
Worship ervice 9 45 a rn
Bible Study 10:00







Worship Service 1000a.m.Morning Worship 10:50 a.m. 1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:008.m.
 
EveningWorship
Kirksey Church of Christ ". 
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. HebronSunday School 10:00 a.m. Worship Service 10:00 •.m. litMorning Worship 10:50 a.m. Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:Evening Worship 7:00 P.m. Sunday Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st& Wednesday Sunday-10:00 am. 2nd, 3rd: & 4th
Mono Sunday
Bible Study 10:C0a. m. '
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Mt. Cannel
Evening Worship 6:00 p. T. Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
• ri 
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. Ills Sunday
Sunday School 10:CO a.m. 1St, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen ChapelPresbyterian AME Chorda
Morning Services 10:45 a.m.
Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship Brooks Chapel United
Service 9:00 a.m. every otter 1st & 3rd Sunday 9:30a.m.
. Sunday Evening 700 p.m.
-North Pleasant Grove 2nd & Itti Sunday 11:008.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. No evening Worship
Worship Service 11:001.m. Bethel United
Oak Grove 1st ft 3rd Sunday 11)00 •.rn.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 2nd & 4th Sunday 9: 30 a.m.
6:Evening 00p.m.Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m. 
Mount Pleasant South Pleasant Grove
Morning Worship 11:008.m. Sunday School 10:008.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. Morning Worship 
' 
11:00•.m.
First Presbyterian Evening 7:CO p.m.
Church School 9:30 a.m. Storey's Chapel United
Preaching a. in p.
Wed. . 7 p. m. Worstup
. ,
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Worship 11. in
Evening Worship 7o in
St. John Baptist Church
Morning Worship 10:45






9 15 a in.
,.
Morning  7 4
made possible by the
Morning Worship 9:45 a.m.Worship Service 10:45 a.m. 












1 I to tile
swum ism st 713-311115_
Thou Shalt Not Steal











(---. „‘:.'.9', ..  f. , Jew( ter:', •Vne.
Bell-Air Canter • Murray, Ky
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gemmed Boyd-Owe*,
-Complete anteametic Trensmissiee Service
bed Aliematent
Kentucky fried
"It's Finger Lickin' Good''
Try Out Defitioes if Mem
Chicken
Seadwiches
Stokes Tractor II Implement Co. Murray Electric System Murray Datsun, Inc.
INASSET•PERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
ineestrsel Read Phew* 753-13111
401 Olive - 753-5312
Open I misses ti 700
S. 121$, Murray, Ku. - 753-7114
-Front
- Complete Tesse.Up IL Repair Service -
205 S 716 753 1751
end









A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT





















Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Flinn I'l Slick I. of S. 12th Phone 753.1411
Palace Cafe
Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.














Five Points 753-7917 33M illen& / NM PRIMO 753-S777 Free Parlim- a
The Christian Book Center
Wayne & Cathy Perrin - Owners
- Behles.Receels-Music-leelis -
-Church Supplies -Gilts -




Air Cartitittentng Neetini-Ceinetercial lefriperietien
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
/Seas 007 Clettnot 753-1111
Tobers Body Shop, Inc.
• •-(,/, 1/r (litifi hi :',Iiltii/iI1
Kenlake Marina
/IAJAN. WILMA-MGR
it NOVIE MOAT RENTALS a
IR e Late State Part PR474.7245
Thou Shalt Not Kill
, . i Murray Upholstery Shopok„...4a Modernize your furniture with nest
d........ I up4m1stery
L'"-1 ' 
A Complete Car Upholsters Center
DeVanit's Steak
West Ky. Rural Telephone




Serving Greens, Calleiney. Marshal, Carlisle Cavaties
& Pizza House le 5,. erol Newry C• . Teem
753-4351 or 247-4350
Howse Plants landscaping
___-t*D Flowers No all OCC•SONIS
sm 94 Ith 703 3701 75) 8944
I
601 South 4th -S1-0403
, 
Murray Cablevision
trATC--,* Phone 753-5005, r Bel -Air Shopping Center
South 12th St.-Murray
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices her Corn. Wheal & Soybeans







'-is. Breineseneeet's Choke fee Fine Printing"
i
Fitts Block IL Ready Mix Co.
Building Stocks &
403 Maple /bean 753-103
k
1111 III NI Ile,. III 5/91
I
Reedy Mix Concrete
lint Mein Str**1 limns 753 3540
3Ewing Tire Service
r ww COMIplet Tire S•7•1C II (*Mt,
For Passenter Truck 4 F*I. Ti,..
COMPLienENTS
Paschall Truck Lines
. RI. 4 753-1717
Murray, Ky.
•








. Free Pickup & Delivery
0,....6:31.......0... limp at.
Sundry Open ill.. m.•Clisse 10,00 p..
kelt fhb • Plums 753-5131
e :„ Grecian Steak House
Toni Andrews - Your host
We are running specials Deily, Men thew Theirs.
Fri., Set., See_ - T.Sene Steak Special
IN P2th fit. 641 - Cell in Orders to 753-4415
r
‘,
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
SOO Mein Se 11tA 8. Story Chirstnin St
753:3131 7534655 153 1715
1
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th St. 753-2221
t
. Juanita's Flowers. Inc.
ifir
I 0 EN YOU NEED FLOWERS-' •




e' ' .4"-,, 17 ' ara 917 Coldwater Rd. 753-3480
Sam Callum Plunsbing-Electric
Sales and Service




KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
leery Day 9ou Dolly left Suit II•re
Nett Way
9005. I Ph St 713 3911
---------..,‘
Centrist Sh.“...1 ( osES ' 753717$Center T
.. 
,
Murray'. Mist Complete D.",t...t Stare
.146:oc.........thipa.m°1°.L.::11.:11..Freed C
Uwe, a
IN 1 CU Mr, Moos III Mal
_
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
' Ter AN Yew Fertlizer Needs"
103 Maple-753-1933
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
i.ii 
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTSSPILL
Murray Mayliatel
753 1313 147 1417
